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We are excited to present this special issue of Afterschool Matters highlighting
work of the William Penn Foundation and its partners to support children and
families in Philadelphia through literacy-rich programming and environments.
Literacy-rich environments is one of six strategies in the William Penn
Foundation’s Strong Start, Strong Readers program area. Four papers in this
issue reflect current partner initiatives to build literacy-rich environments.
Rachel Todaro and colleagues explore how Playful Learning Landscapes
promote the kinds of adult–child interactions that build literacy skills. Karen
Knutson and Kevin Crowley describe how museums and community-based
organizations can partner to support family literacy. Two articles, one by Lori
Severino and colleagues and one by a team here at NIOST, focus on how
coaching can help OST professionals support children’s literacy.
Keeping with the theme, the other articles and our Voices from the Field essay
focus on other aspects of literacy development in OST programs in
Massachusetts and New York City.
We are grateful to the William Penn Foundation for its generous support of this
issue of Afterschool Matters.

Georgia Hall, PhD
Director & Senior Research Scientist, NIOST
Managing Editor, Afterschool Matters
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Managing Editor
Jan Gallagher
Editor
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Designer
Afterschool Matters is a national,
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to promoting professionalism,
scholarship, and consciousness
in the field of afterschool
education. Published by the
National Institute on Outof-School Time with legacy
support from the Robert Bowne
Foundation, the journal serves
those involved in developing
and running programs for youth
during the out-of-school hours,
in addition to those engaged
in research and shaping policy.
For information on Afterschool
Matters and the Afterschool
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Strong Start, Strong Readers
An Interview with the William Penn Foundation
Georgia Hall, managing editor of Afterschool
Matters and director of the National Institute
on Out-of-School Time, interviewed two members of the William Penn Foundation’s Great
Learning grant program: Elliot Weinbaum, program director, and Amanda Charles, senior program associate. The William Penn Foundation
generously funded publication of this issue of
Afterschool Matters.
Georgia: The William Penn Foundation believes that
all children deserve to have access to highquality education and to experience academic success. How did Strong Start, Strong
Readers become a priority direction?
Elliot:

Children and youth have been a priority

Partner Perspectives articles are not peer reviewed.

of the William Penn Foundation since its
founding in 1945. In 2015, we went through
a strategy review to make sure we were using
the foundation’s resources effectively. There
were really three steps.
First, we looked back at our grants over
the previous ten years. Where had we seen
our grants get traction to produce outcomes
for children and youth?
Second, we looked at the ecosystem here
in Philadelphia. The foundation has always
been committed to Philadelphia. So how can
we address a real need? Where is there momentum for the foundation to build on?
Third, we looked at the research on the
transitional points in children’s development
where additional investments could make a
difference.
So with that combination of past grantmaking, the current landscape, and current research, we saw that work supporting
young children was our niche and opportunity. We saw a need to invest early in children’s lives and set the foundation for their
success. That’s how we landed on supporting
kindergarten readiness and third-grade read-

ing. From there, we identified six strategies
under Strong Start, Strong Readers. One of
those was to build literacy-rich out-of-school
time (OST) environments.

conversations, expansion of vocabulary, and
an increase in motivation and confidence related to learning in general. We hope that our
initiatives can serve as models to other community organizations, decision-makers, and
policymakers to replicate around the country. Our support of research and evaluation of
these initiatives helps make that possible.
Thinking about longer-term goals, we
hope to see more community-based organizations in Philadelphia adopt a focus on early
literacy and language development. We hope
that these initiatives give organization leaders and program staff the skills and tools to
create literacy-rich programming. We want
to encourage more high-quality literacy-rich
learning environments across the city.

Georgia: How can literacy-rich OST environments support in-school academic and literacy learning?
Amanda: Children spend 80 percent of their time outside of school, not only at home but at parks,
libraries, bus stops, corner stores, and so on.
These spaces offer key opportunities for learning. Our strategies focus on transforming
spaces and building momentum to support
language and literacy development wherever
families spend time. These spaces can support vocabulary growth, social-emotional skill
development, and general knowledge—all
things children need to enter school ready to
learn and achieve success.
By offering content-rich programming
in community settings, we give children a
knowledge base to draw on in the classroom
and support learning in school.
Elliot:

Sometimes we talk about constrained and
unconstrained skills. A constrained skill like
learning the alphabet, learning phonics—
those are things that schools are uniquely
suited for. All kids have to master them, and
they can master them in a certain amount of
time with certain approaches.
Unconstrained skills are those that are always growing, like vocabulary and comprehension. This type of skill-building goes on
our whole lives. OST programs build unconstrained skills that complement and support
the constrained skills. In addition, much of
the Literacy-Rich Environments portfolio is
about growing motivation and enthusiasm, as
well as increasing opportunities, for reading
and language development in order to build
a literacy foundation upon which schools can
build.

Georgia: What are the goals of the foundation’s initiatives in community-based organizations,
libraries, museums, clinics, and community
centers to promote children’s language and
literacy skills?
Amanda: Short-term outcomes include more adult-child
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Georgia: How do the foundation’s literacy-rich environments projects support the professional development of adult staff in grantee organizations?
Amanda:We are working across Philadelphia to support OST professionals. We work with organizations looking to make an intentional shift
in their work toward early literacy.
One approach is to offer coaching that
blends literacy skill building with program
quality building. Program leaders receive oneon-one in-person coaching with real-time
feedback, along with guidance on data collection. The strategies that coaches foster improve program implementation and support
continuous quality improvement. With that
groundwork, the OST programs can engage in
literacy skill-building strategies and practices.
Georgia: What were your favorite OST learning spaces
growing up?
Amanda: My younger brothers and I spent a lot of time
in Timber Town, a playground near where I
grew up. This environment was made entirely
of wood. It lent itself to a lot of dramatic play,
like chasing dragons.
Elliot:

I grew up here in Philadelphia and attended the
children’s concerts given by the Philadelphia
Orchestra. The conductor would explain aspects of the orchestra and the instruments, and
a local artist would draw alongside to illustrate
the music as it was happening. These were educational and wonderfully fun experiences!
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Supporting Afterschool Literacy
Professional Development, Funding, and More
Lena O. Townsend & Anne Lawrence
Think about something you love to do. Do you
love to swim? Play piano or chess? Now think

Behind Act of 2001, school-based literacy instruction
has increasingly emphasized skills-based preparation to
pass standardized tests. Teachers have fewer and fewer
opportunities to make learning engaging.

of something that you’re indifferent to or can’t
do. That might also be swimming or playing piano or chess. Would you want to teach someone
to swim or to play piano or chess if you had no
interest in that activity or if you had repeatedly
had negative experiences while trying to learn?
No, you wouldn’t.
In the same way, people who have negative experiences
with reading and writing are not well equipped to teach
literacy. Even many people who like to read and write
experienced learning to read not as something engaging
and fun but as a chore. At least since the No Child Left

Partner Perspectives articles are not peer reviewed.

LENA O. TOWNSEND served as executive director of
the Robert Bowne Foundation from 2001 to its closing in 2015. Previously she worked with communitybased afterschool programs for the Institute for Literacy Studies at Lehman College. She holds an MA
in reading from Teachers College, Columbia University, and an MPA in nonprofit management and policy
from New York University.
ANNE LAWRENCE has over 40 years of experience
in adult and youth education as a teacher, staff developer, evaluator, and program manager. She devoted
many of those years to grantmaking and support of
OST programming. As program officer of the Robert
Bowne Foundation, she created ways to develop the
literacy capacity of grantees and the OST field.
THE ROBERT BOWNE FOUNDATION founded Afterschool Matters and continued to provide funding
when the journal moved to its present home, the National Institute on Out-of-School Time.

Out-of-school-time (OST) programs, especially
and funders can support staff to integrate literacy into
those that depend on government funding, are also
OST programming.
expected to improve participants’ academic abilities.
However, OST staff members aren’t trained to be—or
Elements of Effective Literacy
paid as—educators. It is inappropriate to expect them
Professional Development
to improve participants’ academic test scores. Young
Good professional development enhances the ability of
people need other kinds of complementary and engagprogram staff to create engaging literacy experiences
ing experiences, besides academic preparation, to grow
for their young charges. Just as importantly, it enhancinto healthy, well-rounded adults.
es their own literacy abilities and their enthusiasm for
Quality OST programs engage young people in
reading and writing. It therefore must give them firstsports, the arts, media production, cooking, gardenhand experience with engaging in literacy.
ing, community service, and a host of other activities.
Swimming teachers who can swim smooth laps,
Rather than imposing more school after school, OST
piano teachers who can play favorite études, and chess
programs can integrate literacy into their program acteachers who can decide on a series of moves that will
tivities—just as literacy is integrated into every aspect
win a game deeply understand the experience they
of everyday life. Program activities give participants
want their students to have and are enthusiastic about
opportunities to put literacy, math, and science skills
it. OST staff who want to facilitate authentic, engaging
to use in authentic contexts. As Robert Halpern said,
literacy experiences need to have similar enthusiasm.
“afterschool programs’ philosophy, purpose, and apMaybe they loved having bedtime stories read to them
proach to nurturing literacy has
as children. Maybe they easily get
to be different—in some ways
engaged in a good book. Maybe
fundamentally different—from
they use their literacy skills to
that found in most … schools”
follow recipes, or they keep a garIf OST staff haven’t
(Halpern, 2003, p. 2).
den log to track what made some
experienced reading and
In order to guide young
tomatoes or lettuce plants grow
people through engaging activibetter than others. If they have
writing as engaging and
ties as they integrate literacy into
experiences like these, their propleasurable, they are no
their programming, youth pracfessional development can build
better equipped to engage
titioners must themselves have
on their engagement. If not, they
young people in reading and first must experience literacy as
experienced engaging reading
and writing activities in authentic
engaging in order to be able to
writing than a person who
contexts. But for most, their eduengage young people.
dislikes swimming or chess
cational experiences have been of
The Robert Bowne Foundacan teach those skills.
the lockstep, skills-based kind.
tion (RBF) funded literacy develIf OST staff haven’t experienced
opment in New York City OST
reading and writing as engaging
programs from the mid-1980s to
and pleasurable, they are no bet2015. Before either of us joined
ter equipped to engage young people in reading and
the foundation as staff, we were part of an RBF-sponwriting than a person who dislikes swimming or chess
sored professional development group that collabocan teach those skills.
rated with youth workers to develop workshops and,
Those youth practitioners, then, need professional
ultimately, longer-term professional development for
development—sustained, engaging, group-based supOST programs. (Hill et al., 1995). The principles we
port that enables them to experience literacy as fun or
outline below come from the work of that group and
at least as useful toward personally meaningful goals.
were refined through years of RBF practice (Youth ToFurthermore, if OST programs are to provide that
day, n.d.).
professional development, then their funders need to
support the work. Drawing on our experiences as eduStart Where Staff Are
cators, professional developers, and OST funders, we
To help OST staff develop their ability to lead literacy
offer our suggestions about what constitutes effective
activities, professional developers must help them reliteracy professional development and how programs
flect on their own experiences with literacy, become
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Related articles
For more than a decade, afterschool programs
have been under pressure to improve academic
outcomes without adequate funding. Quality
is getting the squeeze. Anne and other OST
professionals examined this problem in “The
Accordion Effect” (Fusco et al., 2013) and made
recommendations toward better support for
afterschool quality.
Engagement is key to literacy development—and
to every other OST program outcome. Lena’s
article “Transformative Work in Programs for
Children and Youth” (Townsend, 2003) outlines
characteristics of engaging work and suggests
strategies OST programs can use to foster
engagement.

conscious of the strategies they use to read or produce
text, and develop awareness of their learning style.
During introductory literacy workshops, we have
had participants reflect on their reading and writing
history, using a prompt like this one:
Close your eyes and sift through your memories of
learning to read and write. What comes to mind?
Pick one memory. Where were you? Who were
you with? What were you reading or writing?
How did you feel? Write down some notes and
share them with the person next to you.
In pairs, the workshop participants then discuss
the characteristics of their positive and negative literacy experiences. This activity helps OST staff become
conscious of how their experiences with reading and
writing have contributed to who they are as learners.
Next, we would help OST staff become aware of
their own literacy strategies so they can better understand how to enhance the literacy strategies of program
participants. Even staff members who love to read and
write aren’t usually aware of the strategies they use.
We know this firsthand: We are both voracious readers, but it took a long-term professional development
experience to make us aware of our own reading and
writing processes. Then we could use that awareness
to understand learners’ strategies and build on those
strategies to help learners grow as readers and writers.
An activity that helps OST staff become aware of
reading strategies is to present them with a simple il-

Townsend & Lawrence

lustrated text written in an imaginary alphabet, with
just a few words translated into English. Because they
can’t read this alphabet, participants must use strategies such as sight word vocabulary (the translated
words), context (from the illustration), and language
conventions (such as ? for a question) to read the story. They experience what emerging readers go through
when they read. In the process, they become aware
that they have many strategies, in addition to phonics,
to make meaning of a text.
The final step in beginning where professional development participants are is to address their learning
styles—the ways in which they approach new information. We have often used Marcia Conner’s (2018)
learning styles inventory, which helps participants
discern whether they are primarily visual, auditory, or
tactile/kinesthetic learners. OST staff who know about
learning styles can better help young people become
more aware of how they learn and plan activities that
take into account the fact that different people learn
differently.

Teach by Modeling
The best learning practices are “experiential, participatory, and inquiry-based” (Youth Today, n. d.). OST staff
can learn effective literacy development practices by
engaging in those practices themselves as they investigate their own questions about practice. For example,
we have used these common reading and writing instructional strategies in professional development for
OST staff:
• Journals. Staff participants can use journals to keep
notes, try out different reading and writing activities,
record ideas for further exploration, identify problems, reflect on their learning process, and document how they are using what they are learning in
their program.
• Writing groups. Participants can write during workshop time or share previously produced work with
their writing group. They can talk about the finished
product and about the process of writing. They may
finally publish their writing for the whole group as a
booklet or blog.
• Book clubs. When participants read the same book
and talk about it in a small group, they are both exploring literacy together and thinking together about
what the book says about helping young people develop literacy skills.

SUPPORTING AFTERSCHOOL LITERACY
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Build a Learning Community

to give staff the support they need to create quality
The most successful professional development takes
programming.
place over time with a consistent group of people. ParTA is designed to meet the needs of the individual
ticipants learn, go back to their programs to try out
organization. As a funder of OST programs in New
new activities, and then come back to reflect with their
York City, the RBF partnered with grantees to help
colleagues on how it went. All participants have “both
them build their literacy development capacity (Hirota
something to teach and something to learn” (Youth
& Schwabacher, 2012). Part of that work was experiToday, n.d.). With our professional development colential, learner-centered TA focused on programmatic
leagues, we pulled out three principles for effective
and management topics. We identified critical queslearning communities (Youth Today, n.d.). Facilitators
tions about practice, worked with OST staff to study
should:
what works and what doesn’t, and shared lessons
• Engage OST staff in “discussion, experimentation,
learned among practitioners (Lawrence, 2014).
reflection, and sharing among colleagues” (Youth
Most often, grantees asked for help to enhance
Today, n. d.). For example, coaching circles (Brassard,
their literacy offerings. Anne worked with each orga2018; McNamara, 2002) use peer learning strategies
nization’s staff to identify the literacy activities that
to help people take concrete actions to support their
were already happening and investigate where more
goals in their programs. A participant brings up a
literacy development could fit in—whether the organichallenge with which they are struggling. Rather
zation had a specific focus, such as community service,
than posing solutions, group members ask insightful
dance, or video production, or offered many kinds of
questions to help the person who brought the chalprogramming. Where possible, she established longlenge discover solutions. The
term learning communities to
person tries out one or more
support staff in integrating litersolutions in their program and
acy with their program activities.
reports back at the next session.
Often, in the process of proThat is our first and most
• Assess and modify the profesviding this programmatic TA,
sional development to meet
we learned that the organization
important piece of
participant needs. Facilitators
needed organizational TA. An
advice for funders:
should regularly get feedback
organization can provide quality
Trust your grantees.
from the learning community
programming over the long haul
and, as necessary, change their
only if it is managerially and orapproach or selection of activiganizationally strong. Again taities.
loring the TA to the organization, we provided support
• Build participants’ leadership skills by “helping
with such management needs as strategic planning,
them recognize what they know, providing peer netboard development, and financial systems and planworking opportunities, and encouraging them to
ning.
share their learning with their program colleagues”
(Youth Today, n.d.).
How Funders Can Support Programs
OST staff are the experts when it comes to their particiGood professional development enhances the
pants, communities, and areas of specialty. As foundaquality of support OST staff provide to their young
tion staff, we created partnerships with OST programs
charges and, as importantly, improves their own literato help them build capacity in literacy development.
cy abilities and engagement with reading and writing.
We may have had expertise in literacy, but program
staff knew the needs of their participants and organizaProgram-Specific Technical Assistance
tions better than we ever could. We trusted their exProfessional development and technical assistance
pertise and collaborated with them to fulfill their mis(TA) are complementary processes. Professional desion and our own. That is our first and most important
velopment increases the ability of individuals to crepiece of advice for funders: Trust your grantees.
ate and build on engaging literacy experiences for
Our other advice comes from our experience as
themselves and for program participants. TA takes
staff first of grantee organizations and then of a funder
place at the organizational level to enable programs
of OST literacy programming.
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Provide Comprehensive
Long-Term Support
Foundations typically follow one of two predominant
funding strategies. The first is short-term support, in
which a foundation:
• Funds a specific activity or kind of programming for
one to three years
• Provides limited funding for the specific activity and
little to no overhead or general operating support
• Expects grantees to identify sources of funding to replace this short-term support
• Requires program evaluation and expects results
that require ongoing professional development without paying for either
The second, longer-term strategy is less common
but more successful. A foundation using this strategy
provides funding that:
• Lasts as long as it takes for the program to meet its
goals, often 10 or even 20 years
• Covers the actual cost of the program, including the
general operating support that any specific programming requires
• Spares grantees the burden of juggling multiple
funders and their requirements
• Covers any required evaluation or professional development
Revenue for social programs comes from a limited number of places: government grants, donations,
fees, and foundation or corporate grants. Government
grants rarely cover the full costs of programming,
much less the associated overhead. In addition, government payments are often delayed, which raises cash
flow issues for organizations that are usually strapped
for cash. Meanwhile, donations and fees for services
are limited options for most OST organizations; it
takes money to make money in those ways.
So foundation grants are a big part of many OST
organizations’ financial pies. When foundations commit to only one to three years of funding, the organizations have to engage in continual fundraising and are
always in danger of having less funding than they need
to run quality programs. Organizations can provide
quality services only when they have sufficient support guaranteed over a substantial period of time. That
support needs to include overhead costs. OST organizations can develop young people’s literacy skills only
if they can keep the lights on and pay the rent.

Townsend & Lawrence

Ask Grantees for Their Budgets
Lena once had a project with 13 funders. Each funder
required a budget describing how its grant would be
spent. One funder provided its own budget for the project. Lena had to figure out how to fit project costs—
for example, salaries, local travel, and supplies—into
one cohesive budget that reflected the amounts each
funder had approved. She often found that she had
more money than she needed for one category—say,
local travel—but not enough for another category—
say, materials. One funder threatened to take back
$300 that wasn’t spent on the allotted category in the
allotted time, even though the funding was needed in
a different category.
A more sensible approach is to ask the grantee to
provide its own detailed budget as part of the project proposal. If the budget seems unreasonable, ask the grantee
why it is making the requests. Encourage grantees to
budget realistically, including a reasonable amount for
overhead. Learn what it really takes, in terms of money,
time, and staff, to accomplish program goals.
Another sensible strategy is to have a budget modification process that is clear to grantees and not onerous. After all, it is not unusual for needs to change over
the course of a multi-year project.

Support Evaluation and
Professional Development
Funders often require evaluation and professional development but don’t pay for the time and staff those
activities take. Many OST staff members are paid by
the hour, so the organization would have to come up
with money for the extra hours. For that matter, salaried staff have to give up some other activity in order to
participate in evaluation or professional development.
In short, funders should not require what they are not
willing to support.
In addition to funding, foundations can themselves
provide professional development and TA to grantees.
At the RBF, we provided long-term professional development and both programmatic and management
TA. When the need was literacy development, we selected professional development providers to support
programs. For some other needs, such as management capabilities, we funded third parties to provide
focused TA. Just as children take years to acquire 21st
century literacy skills, so OST organizations take years
to build their capacity to provide high-quality literacy
programming. To build that capacity, they need to provide their staff with sustained, interactive professional

SUPPORTING AFTERSCHOOL LITERACY
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development in a community of learners. Most also
need to develop their administrative and financial systems to better support staff, participants, and families.
If funders want the organizations they fund to succeed
in building children’s literacy capacity, they need to
commit to their grantees for the long haul and provide
comprehensive support for literacy development.
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Playful Learning Landscapes
Promoting Literacy Through Youth Engagement and Culturally Relevant Design
Rachael Todaro, Brenna Hassinger-Das, Jennifer M. Zosh, Sarah R. Lytle,
Roberta M. Golinkoff, & Kathy Hirsh-Pasek
High-quality language interactions not only support children’s language development but also
promote better long-term academic outcomes

Language learning is the single best predictor of
later growth in language, literacy, mathematics, and
social development (Dickinson & Porche, 2011; Pace
et al., 2019). However, many families do not have access to educationally enriched spaces that spur high-

(Hirsh-Pasek, Adamson et al., 2015; Huttenlocher et al., 2010; Pace et al., 2019; Storch &
Whitehurst, 2002). Interactions in the form of
frequent back-and-forth conversations between
caregiver and child predict language growth in
children (Adamson et al., 2014; Hirsh-Pasek,
Adamson et al., 2015), regardless of whether
families are from highly resourced or underresourced environments (Masek et al., 2020).
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quality language opportunities. This issue leads us to
example, a children’s museum installation is curated
ask what educators and policymakers can do to expose
to facilitate child discovery within the bounds of a
children to high-quality interactions that promote litwell-designed and enriched space. Similarly, a teacher
eracy skills.
might create an exploratory learning activity in which
A great deal of literacy instruction takes place in
children discover the solution to a problem or create
school, where children in Western countries spend
a new device from old maker parts (Weisberg et al.,
only about 20 percent of their waking time (Meltzoff
2016). Adults can support guided learning through
et al., 2009). Up to 80 percent
caregiver–child conversations that
of children’s time is available for
support a variety of outcomes,
special moments with family,
such as language development,
friends, and neighbors, as well
school readiness, and achievement
Reduced opportunities for
as for afterschool activities. Ac(Hadani et al., 2021; Hirsh-Pasek
play make it difficult for
tivities after school take varied
& Hadani, 2020). Finally, games
children to tap into their
forms—not only participating in
that integrate content can, like
organized afterschool programs
guided play, be used when adults
communities’ funds of
but also playing in public parks
knowledge (Moll et al., 1992) are aiming for a particular learning
and playgrounds, visiting librargoal (Hassinger-Das et al., 2017).
and cultural expertise as
ies or recreation centers, and goPlayful learning encompasses
familiar
literacy
resources
ing to local museums or science
all three types of play. However,
centers. While these community
the scientific literature suggests
(Dyson, 2006; Wohlwend,
educational assets enrich neighthat guided play best improves
2018).
borhoods, they are not available
child outcomes when adults
or accessible to all children. Comhave a particular goal in mind
munities with high poverty rates
(Fisher et al., 2013; Weisberg
and high percentages of minoritized racial and ethnic
et al., 2016). Increasing guided play opportunities
groups are significantly less likely than more affluent
increases caregiver–child interactions in which both
White neighborhoods to have play spaces (Mowen,
partners use the types of language known to support
2010). Reduced opportunities for play make it difficult
learning outcomes (Hanner et al., 2019; Schlesinger et
for children to tap into their communities’ funds of
al., 2020) and literacy development (Cavanaugh et al.,
knowledge (Moll et al., 1992) and cultural expertise as
2017; Farrell, 2019; Han et al., 2010; Tsao, 2008).
familiar literacy resources (Dyson, 2006; Wohlwend,
2018).
Playful Learning Landscapes
The Playful Learning Landscapes (PLL) initiaPLL began as a community-research partnership
tive was founded on the premise that children from all
initiative in Philadelphia. Originating at Temple
communities should have access to beautiful, enrichUniversity Infant and Child Lab, it was driven by local
ing, and culturally relevant play environments that help
community-based organizations and largely supported
them thrive. Working with community members, we
by the William Penn Foundation. As the initiative
co-designed public spaces that promote the kinds of
evolved, support for project implementation across
adult–child conversations that lead to literacy learning.
the country shifted to the Playful Learning Landscapes
Action Network (PLLAN), an initiative of the Ultimate
Playful Learning
Block Party, a national nonprofit organization. PLLAN
Playful learning lies on a spectrum that encompasses
is partnering with community-based and nonprofit
free play, guided play, and games (Zosh et al., 2018).
organizations, city agencies, and marketing firms to
In free play, children set up and engage in their own
expand PLL to such locations as Omaha, Nebraska;
play without a learning goal. Guided play maintains the
New York City; and Santa Ana, California.
exploratory nature of free play but fosters a particular
The mission of PLL is to reinvent everyday spaces
learning goal through the design of the environment,
and experiences as fun, intentional, evidence-based
gentle adult scaffolding, or both (Hassinger-Das et
learning opportunities that organically prompt interacal., 2017; Weisberg et al., 2016; Zosh et al., 2018).
tions that support children’s literacy development. PLL
Critically, the child still drives the learning. For
rests on three assumptions:
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• Changes in public spaces can foster human behavior
change.
• The latest findings from the science of learning can
be baked into the design of spaces in ways that spark
intergenerational family engagement, which, in turn,
builds social capital.
• Change in public spaces resulting from co-design
with communities can elevate neighborhood voices
and showcase cultural relevance.

of public spaces to foster evidence-based playful learning opportunities might increase the quantity and quality of child–caregiver interactions to support literacy,
mathematics, and spatial learning development (Bustamante et al., 2019; Hanner et al., 2019; Hassinger-Das,
Zosh, et al., 2020; Hassinger-Das et al., 2021; Ridge et
al., 2015). Just as families become more physically active when outdoor exercise equipment is introduced into
city parks and walkways, we expected that they would
become more mentally active when co-designed playful
learning structures were introduced in public spaces.

There is rich precedent for thinking that the design of public spaces can both enrich neighborhoods
and support the common good. Physical tweaks to
Building with Communities
public spaces can fundamentally change how individuAll playful learning designs can be crafted to create
als behave. For instance, planting trees near commerfertile ground for child–caregiver conversations that
cial areas increases usage and prompts people to return
support children’s literacy outcomes. However, comto the area (Wolf, 2007), adding green spaces to an enmunity participation is central to PLL’s mission to
vironment reduces aggressive behavior (Younan et al.,
capture community members’ goals and make spaces
2016), and putting exercise equipment in public parks
culturally relevant. Rather than simply installing preincreases activity levels (Cohen et
fabricated structures, PLL initiaal., 2012).
tive leaders transform community
Whether at bus stops, in parks,
spaces through intergenerational
The
mission
of
PLL
is
to
on sidewalks, or in supermarkets,
community co-design, using
all PLL projects adhere to criteria reinvent everyday spaces and methods from community-based
based on the research on how chilparticipatory research (Collins et
experiences as fun,
dren learn through play. The best
al., 2018). When interventions inintentional,
evidence-based
learning environments are:
tegrate the science of learning and
learning opportunities that
• Active, not passive (Chi, 2009)
are culturally competent (Chen et
• Engaging, not distracting (Han
al., 1998), they can spark meanorganically prompt
et al., 2010; Zosh et al., 2018)
ingful, high-quality interactions.
interactions that support
• Meaningful and connected to
Four PLL projects illustrate these
children’s literacy
previous knowledge or experiand related principles.
development.
ence (Hudson & Nelson, 1983)
• Socially interactive (Chi, 2009)
King Puzzle Bench
• Iterative, not static (Bonawitz
Using the co-design approach to
et al., 2011; Weisberg, 2016; Zosh et al., 2018)
engage community members of all ages, PLL projects
• Joyful (Hirsh-Pasek, Zosh et al., 2015; Zosh et al.,
have successfully supported both literacy and other
2018)
foundational skills. For instance, community members
in West Philadelphia co-designed a bench that disSuch environments can help children learn in a variplays a large three-dimensional puzzle of Martin Luety of content areas, from learning new words (Han et al.,
ther King, Jr. Observations documented that the puzzle
2010; Zosh et al., 2013) and remembering stories (Hudprompted conversations about the civil rights leader,
son & Nelson, 1983) to exploring causal relationships
who gave a speech at that very spot; it also set the stage
(Bonawitz et al., 2011). Learning environments with
for caregivers and children to use spatial language such
these characteristics support social and linguistic growth
as above, below, or align (Hassinger-Das et al., 2020).
(Berk, 2006; Howes et al., 1992), cognitive flexibility
Spatial language fosters the development of representa(Isen, 2001; Isen et al., 1987), and integrative thinking
tional structures that not only support spatial-relation(Kahn & Birch, 1968)—all of which are important to
al understanding but also facilitate mental processing
developing literacy skills, including reading and writing.
(Lowenstein & Gentner, 2005).
These principles suggest that community co-design
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Play Captains

ceeded due both to the foundation built by Fab Youth
Successful community co-design depends on engaging
Philly as a well-respected and experienced community
both adults and youth. Sutton and Kemp (2002) arpartner and to the engagement and enthusiasm of the
gue that bringing young people into design processes
play captains themselves. Projects like the Play Capcan heighten their social and environmental awaretains Initiative enable neighborhood youth to imagine
ness while helping them gain a sense of control over
themselves as more than token participants and to realtheir surroundings. Community-based organizations
ize their roles as agents of community change.
also benefit youth by providing them with safe places
to develop independence, community identity, social
Urban Thinkscape
competence, and social responsibility (Hung, 2004).
The iterative and participatory designs of PLLs evolve
In turn, creating processes that involve youth in proin response to community feedback before, during,
ducing social and physical enviand even after construction. Alronments can foster community
though the iterative process may
development.
Rather than simply installing lengthen a project’s timeline, this
To promote opportunities
approach has significant value
prefabricated structures, PLL
for youth engagement, PLLAN
because iteration often leads to
initiative leaders transform
and Temple University Infant
design improvements (Xu et al.,
community spaces through
and Child Laboratory research2015). Even seemingly small or
ers collaborated with Fab Youth
intergenerational community subtle details can affect a design’s
Philly—a Philadelphia organizacultural relevance (Arcia et al.,
co-design, using methods
tion that provides teenagers with
2016). In one study, when culturfrom community-based
opportunities for employment
ally relevant and familiar literacyparticipatory
research.
and civic engagement—to infuse
enriched objects and activities
its existing Play Captains Initiawere placed in urban daycare
tive with training in playful learncenters, children were more likely
ing and to assess the efficacy of the project (Schlesinger
to engage in reading and writing behaviors (Neuman
et al., 2020).
& Roskos, 1992). Similarly, PLL’s approach can yield a
The Play Captains Initiative ran alongside the city’s
new generation of playful learning interventions that
Play Streets program, in which community members
will resonate with their primary audiences and be disagreed to close their street to traffic between 10:00 am
seminated broadly (Adam et al., 2019).
and 4:00 pm to allow children to play freely. The teenProject evaluations can help researchers and comage play captains were hired for five weeks during the
munities determine how community members are
summers of 2018 to 2021 to facilitate playful activities
interacting with PLL installations and whether these
and games and to collect data in play street locations.
spaces are engaging children and families in high-qualThe play captains kept “Bex decks”—small notebooks
ity interactions to build language and essential skills.
with playful learning tips and games—for easy referTypically, community-led evaluations are conducted
ence. To promote literacy development, we pointed
using naturalistic observation, in which community
the play captains to tactics for transforming play street
researchers examine the use of the space before and
activities into literacy activities. For instance, jumping
after a PLL project is implemented (Bustamante et al.,
rope became a spelling contest under play captains’
2020; Hassinger-Das et al., 2020).
guidance. Jumpers spelled the name of an animal of
For example, alongside Temple University Infant
their choice, one letter per jump, ending their turn
and Child Lab researchers and in collaboration with
when they had spelled the name correctly.
local designers and architects, the president of a neighAn evaluation of the Play Captains Initiative found
borhood association in West Philadelphia created a
that children who played alongside play captains demnew kind of bus stop that turned a waiting space into
onstrated increased interaction and use of targeted
a playful learning plaza known as Urban Thinkscape
learning-related language. In addition, play captains
(Hassinger-Das, Palti et al., 2020). During the design
significantly increased both their self-confidence and
process, the president convened the neighborhood
their understanding of the links between play and
association to choose learning goals to integrate into
learning (Schlesinger et al., 2020). The project sucthe designs. Urban Thinkscape’s four designs—Puzzle
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Wall, Jumping Feet, Stories, and Hidden Figures—are
actively engaging, meaningful, socially interactive, iterative, and joyful. Each targets specific language outcomes, such as spatial, literacy, and mathematics talk.
For example, Stories allows children to be physically
active as they climb across the installation from one
narrative cue to another, creating a story as they go.
This design thus targets the development of narrative
skills, which improve children’s literacy outcomes (Tabors et al., 2001).
As Urban Thinkscape was being designed and
implemented, community members voiced their interest in being involved in the evaluation research. As
a result, the project employed and trained neighborhood residents to collect data (Hassinger-Das, Palti et
al., 2020). Results demonstrated that caregivers and
children interacted more and held more conversations
at Urban Thinkscape than they did before installation.
When compared to a control site playground, Urban
Thinkscape demonstrated a significant effect on adult–
child interaction and language use—with large effect
sizes suggesting sizable and meaningful differences
(Hassinger-Das, Palti et al., 2020).

Library Projects
Support and engagement from local partners can have
a strong effect on successful design and integration of
PLLs (Hadani et al., 2021). In collaboration with the
Free Library of Philadelphia, PLLAN collaborated with
an architectural firm, a park playground organization,
and a nonprofit devoted to children’s play to create the
next generation of libraries in North, West, and South
Philadelphia (Hassinger-Das, Zosh et al., 2020). The
project reimagined children’s library spaces to enhance
the quality and quantity of caregiver and child visits.
During several community events, project staff captured ideas from library staff members about play materials in the library. They helped library patrons envisage how they would like to play and learn and then
empowered them to express their visions. Then the
project staff synthesized the community input to inform the libraries’ redesign plans. One library installed
a 10-foot climbing wall with letters that children could
use to create words. In others, reading nooks feature
large Tangram-style blocks, or a curtain-clad stage
encourages children to engage in sociodramatic and
narrative play. Observations showed that use of these
play-and-learn spaces was associated with increases in
caregiver–child conversations of the kinds known to
foster literacy and STEM skills (Hassinger-Das, Zosh,
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Figure 1. Creating a Playful Learning Environment in
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et al., 2020). Working with local partners to reimagine
libraries as a play space where people can interact and
thrive can increase not only the frequency of library
visits but also opportunities for rich, playful interactions that support language and literacy achievement.

11 Steps to a Playful
Learning Landscape
PLL has evolved since its beginnings to become much
more adept at centering the community during all stages of design, implementation, and evaluation, thanks
in large part to the patience and input of communities
that have participated in PLL projects.
Interest in enriching everyday spaces to enhance
caregiver–child interactions is growing among researchers, educators, community leaders, organizations, families, and funders. Figure 1, captured from
PLLAN’s Playbook (2020), outlines our communitycentered process. These 11 steps integrate our best
practices and provide a roadmap for PLL projects, regardless of their magnitude or sponsorship. PLLAN’s
Playbook and information about the initiative, including sample projects, can be found at https://playfullearninglandscapes.fun.
Playful learning landscapes can enhance the 80 percent of children’s waking time that is not spent in school.
Public spaces, freed from past boundaries around their
functions, can be the most critical out-of-school places a community has. They can be even more powerful
when they include culturally relevant components and
intergenerational engagement. If cities can embrace the
difference between an ordinary bus stop and a PLL bus
stop, they can enhance the quantity and quality of child–
caregiver interactions. PLL is not merely an initiative. It
is a movement to create accessible, culturally relevant
learning opportunities for every child.
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Museums and Community-Based Organizations
Partnering to Support Family Literacy
Karen Knutson & Kevin Crowley
Students who have low literacy skills in fourth
grade are four times more likely to drop out of
school than students who read at grade level;
the risk may be higher for lower-income children (Hernandez, 2011). Some studies suggest
that, compared to more affluent children, those
from lower socioeconomic strata are exposed
to fewer words and fewer books in their forma-

and attitudes toward learning (Rowe, 2012; Weiss
et al., 2006). Parent involvement might be best conceptualized as a community issue addressed through
co-constructed, collaborative partnerships involving
families, schools, afterschool programs, communitybased organizations (CBOs), and other key stakeholders in a community’s social and educational
infrastructure (Bouffard & Weiss, 2008; Luke & McCreedy, 2012).
The William Penn Foundation launched Philadelphia’s Informal Learning Initiative (ILI) to support the development of literacy-rich programming
for families with children aged 3 to 9. The initiative
was designed as a network of partnerships in which
a cultural organization—usually a museum—paired

tive years, have fewer books at home, and are
read to less often by caregivers (Golinkoff et al.,
2018; Hoff, 2013). Adult and family involvement
positively influences young children’s social competence, cognitive development, communication skills,

KAREN KNUTSON, PhD, and KEVIN CROWLEY, PhD,
co-lead the University of Pittsburgh Center for Learning in Out of School Environments (UPCLOSE). Their
work has focused on helping museums understand
their unique role in supporting the development of
lifelong interests.

with one or more CBOs to design literacy-rich informal
mal learning experiences are an essential part of educalearning experiences for caregivers and children. The
tional ecosystems (National Research Council, 2009),
initiative involved 11 cultural partners and 15 CBOs.
enabling families to learn about science, art, nature,
Two partnerships dropped out after the first two years,
and culture with the support of educators and experts
and three new partnerships joined in the third year.
who help them develop their interests and deepen their
Programs exposed three- to nine-year-old children
knowledge. Whereas schools focus on proficiency and
and their families to literacy practices in the context
a standard curriculum, informal learning settings can
of original artwork, live animals, science experiments,
help children and caregivers identify their individual
natural settings, new foods, and cultural or historical
interests. They can “activate” children toward building
sites. Programming was delivered at no cost to families,
identities and competencies that can provide lifelong,
often in community settings such as recreation centers
life-wide learning pathways (Crowley et al., 2015;
or school auditoriums. Offerings ranged from biweekly
Hecht & Crowley, 2020).
afterschool programs to weekend and evening famAlthough cultural organizations may think of
ily events, open houses in museums, and home visits.
themselves as shared community resources and imporConvenient times and locations, as well as snack or
tant parts of the educational ecosystem, families from
meal options, supported family participation, as did
many communities do not visit these institutions or
book giveaways, take-home acuse them as learning resources
tivity packs, and special museum
(Crowley et al., 2014; Dawson,
visits.
2014). Originally designed for
Each museum–CBO partnercivic enlightenment, cultural orPrograms exposed three- to
ship’s project team decided how
ganizations such as museums
nine-year-old children and
many families to serve. Some
have always had an exclusionary
their families to literacy
smaller programs maintained
and political angle (Coffee, 2008;
practices in the context of
months- or years-long relationGurian, 2006). They are designed
ships with as few as eight famioriginal artwork, live animals, to showcase the treasures of the
lies, while others served 100 or
science experiments, natural state and public. Education per
more families in one-time events.
se is only one small part of their
settings, new foods, and
Several programs encountered
mission; curating and preserving
cultural or historical sites.
the same families across multiple
the collection is their dominant
years of programming. Programs
mode. They have envisioned the
served diverse families in mulproblem of audience as being
tilingual and multicultural settings. Two programs
concerned with getting more people through the door
involved families with five or more different first lanto experience their resources (Coffee, 2008; Gurian,
guages; some were strongly bilingual in Spanish and
2006).
English; others were conducted primarily in English.
More recently, museums have recognized the need
Content reflected the intersection of community
to become more accessible and inclusive. Structural
interests or needs with the disciplinary expertise of
barriers such as transportation, location, and cost are
the cultural organizations. The cultural organizations
not the only reasons families choose not to visit muincluded natural history and science museums, art
seums. Visitors from historically marginalized comand children’s museums, gardens, zoos, aquaria, arts
munities can feel unwelcome because they sense that
groups, and media producers. CBOs offered services in
museums do not acknowledge or represent their hisa wide variety of areas including education, workforce
tory, values, or lived experiences (Dawson, 2014). In
development, housing, health, and parenting.
response, many museums have tried to demonstrate
ILI calls on cultural organizations to become part
their value and become more relevant by creating exof collective efforts to improve family literacy. As inhibitions that represent excluded communities or by
formal learning institutions, cultural organizations deinviting input from varied communities (McSweeney
sign learning experiences as part of their mission. They
& Kavanagh, 2016; Sandell & Nightingale, 2012). But
offer resources ranging from one-time experiences in
organizational practices have made it difficult for muexhibition halls and event-based programming to onseums to reimagine themselves as connected to local
going programming and internships. Designed inforcommunities. Attempts to modify institutional pro-
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cesses not only have been difficult to sustain but also
of the resources designed for literacy function best in
have been critiqued as “empowerment lite” and “doschool settings.
ing for” rather than “doing with”—stances that further
It took some time for network members to figdisempower communities and maintain existing power
ure out how best to address literacy within their instructures (Lynch, 2011).
formal programming. In an early
Efforts like ILI are rethinknetwork convening, a technical
ing how cultural organizations
assistance provider who works
Partnerships between
consider public outreach. These
mostly in formal settings gave
cultural organizations and
initiatives work closely with coma presentation that outlined six
CBOs encourage the
munities and focus on the speinterlocking “puzzle pieces” of
museums’ informal learning
cific needs of particular audiences
early literacy: oral language, phoprofessionals to move away
in order to tailor their resources
nological awareness, letter knowland co-design educational experiedge, print awareness, vocabulary,
from traditional one-way
ences that are relevant, accessible,
and background knowledge. The
outreach models toward
and useful to target audiences.
framework offered clear, easily
collaborative, communityPartnerships between cultural ordefined goals for programming.
centered design.
ganizations and CBOs encourage
Network members discussed how
the museums’ informal learning
their program activities could inprofessionals to move away from traditional one-way
clude vocabulary building, use conversation as a focal
outreach models toward collaborative, communitypoint, or build background knowledge.
centered design. ILI’s long-term impact could include
However, through discussion and some program imsustained changes in how museums see community in
plementation trials, network members began to wonder
their work and how they conceptualize their roles in
if the puzzle pieces were well aligned with the network’s
the educational ecosystem. The partnerships also enexpertise and potential impact. It would be difficult, for
courage CBO staff to see their part in that same educaexample, for informal educators to develop programtional ecosystem and to envision themselves as agents
ming on phonological awareness or letter knowledge, as
with the social capital, knowledge, and power to cothey worked with children on a short-term and somedesign learning experiences that are accessible and
times ad hoc basis. Therefore, with support from the
welcoming to their communities.
technical assistance provider, project teams refocused
their literacy programming on two questions:

Remixing Literacy and
Informal Learning
ILI’s operation as a networked learning community became a key driver for its success. Regular network convenings, responding to the evolving needs of network
members, supported reflection on program design, literacy training, informal learning design support, and
evaluation capacity building. CBO and museum staff
members appreciated the opportunity to learn from the
work of colleagues—a rare opportunity for professional development in the nonprofit education and community service sectors.
Network convenings frequently focused on the nature of early literacy, the best ways to support it, and
the best ways to measure impact. These questions reflected a tension at the heart of the initiative. The official launch event, attended by many project staff members, made it clear that ILI was publicly aligned with
a citywide reading proficiency campaign. But reading
instruction is traditionally the turf of schools, and most
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• How are books and specialized vocabulary used?
• How are caregivers invited to participate in reading
with their children?
These two areas felt authentic to the nature of informal learning and could be woven into programming
by all network partners.
Early in the network convenings, the use of books
during program activities especially emerged as a shared
focus. Reading books aloud to children helps with language development; early readers come from homes
where they have been read to (DeBruin-Parecki, 2009).
According to Reese and Cox (1999), effective read-alouds
can be broadly construed as descriptive, or focused on
describing the pictures; comprehension-oriented, or focused on story meaning; or performance-oriented, with
an introductory overview and questions afterward.
In ILI Year 1, programs experimented with strategies for read-alouds and other ways of using books in
program activities.
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• Some programs used books as tools and information sources, asking families to look in books
for specific evidence.
• Some used pictures in wordless books to encourage children to describe what they were
seeing and to create a story from the pictures.
• Theatrical storytellers created excitement and
engagement for the emerging narrative.
• Some programs gave each family a copy of the
book that the educator was reading aloud so
caregivers and children could follow along.
• Tip sheets suggested questions adults could ask
children during the reading.
• Educators led “picture walks” through books to
pique families’ interest in reading the book together.
• All programs gave families books and related activity sheets to promote the development of a
family library.
Reading aloud was just one of the literacy
strategies network partners remixed and extended
from formal education as they stretched to integrate literacy for young children into their programming. The program snapshot in the box
Bugs at Dinner illustrates the many factors that
combined to create effective informal literacy programming for families.
• Caregivers and children learn, read, eat, and talk
together. The atmosphere is comfortable and
fun.
• Organized activities for everyone are balanced
with station-based activities where families can
choose how to engage.
• Activities are designed for children of a broad
range of ages. ILI targets three- to nine-yearolds, but families sometimes brought along
younger or older siblings.
• Museum and CBO educators facilitate, encourage, question, and notice what children and
caregivers are doing and saying.
• CBO staff, who participate as learners and facilitators, offer a familiar and welcoming presence.
• Text, talk, reading, and writing are infused
throughout.
• The strong informal learning content—in this
case driven by live bugs and science-inspired activities—reflect the collection and commitments
of the cultural partner, in this case a natural history museum.
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Bugs at Dinner
Children and caregivers are sitting at tables in an
afterschool space in North Philadelphia, sharing a takeout dinner from the local South American restaurant.
Most have been part of a series of programs at this site.
As they eat, the six families each look through their copy
of a nonfiction picture book about bugs. Three museum
staff members and two CBO staffers circulate, welcoming
families and asking questions about the book in English
and Spanish.
To begin the program, an educator from the natural
history museum invites all the adult and child “scientists”
in the room on a treasure hunt. First she asks families
to find a picture of a bug that makes a “sssss” noise.
Children excitedly leaf through the book and then yell out
the answer. Next, “Find a bug that hides”—and so on with
other attributes of bugs. Caregivers help younger children
manage the books. At one point, a boy holds his book up
over his head, open to the picture he found, waiting to be
recognized by the educator.
Then comes time to introduce a real bug—a large
hissing cockroach. “Ewwww!” Educators coax family
members to hold or touch the cockroach, pointing out
its hard exoskeleton. This activity is a great leveler, as
adults and children experience the same level of awe
and disgust. They challenge one another to get closer and
touch the bug. There are lots of laughs. Cell phones come
out to document the moment with photos.
Next, families are invited to a table where a plastic
aquarium box holds a large centipede. A CBO staff member
provides some background about centipedes and the food
they like. When the families are told that they will feed the
centipede, caregivers and children alike can barely contain
their excitement. More photos are taken as two crickets
are dropped into the cage. The families wait, mesmerized.
Children call out attacks and near misses as the crickets
jump away from the creepy predator. It takes a while, but
eventually the crickets are eaten.
Children move on to build-a-bug stations. They
construct imaginary bugs and habitats out of craft
materials, in an activity intended to showcase adaptations
and encourage observation and classification of insects.
In this fun evening, literacy was supported not only
by use of the book but also by encouraging families to
record information about the bugs in “arthropod journals”
in English or Spanish.
Source: program observation, March 20, 2019
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Methods

In addition, CBO staff and educators conducted
interviews with children and caregivers in their programs. We decided to have educators conduct interviews because families already knew and trusted them.
We collaborated with the educators to develop, pilot,
and refine the interview questions. Interview questions for children focused on what they remembered,
learned, and were interested in. Interview questions
for caregivers probed their perception of their child’s
participation in the program, the caregiver’s own participation, and whether and how any of the ideas or
materials from the program found their way into subsequent activities at home. Child and caregiver interviews were audio-recorded and conducted in the
language preferred by the participant. Interviews that
were not in English were translated and transcribed by
the educator who conducted the interview.

Investigation of informal learning poses specific challenges (Diamond, 1999; Knutson & Crowley, 2005;
Crowley et al., 2015). Many families visit museums to
have a fun or social experience; learning may not be
a primary goal at all (Falk et al., 1998; Packer & Ballantyne, 2002). The engaging, continuous, and exploratory nature of informal learning is at odds with tests
and surveys, which are typically used to study learning
in formal education (Zapata-Rivera, 2012). Introducing tests can undermine the goals of a supportive, positive learning environment that builds confidence and
allows learners to try something new without feeling
judged (Fu et al., 2019).
As the evaluation team for ILI, we structured our
work to support the development of a networked community of practice, collecting data for improvement
and exploring the best ways to
measure impact across projects.
Our field notes contain many Children’s Engagement
We relied on “light touch” reand Learning
examples of children
search methods (Borun, 1977;
We collected observational recrowding around a
Knutson & Crowley, 2005; Yacords for 117 children particidemonstration,
eagerly
lowitz & Bronnenkant, 2009)
pating in ILI programming. We
so as not to disrupt the program
tracked two measures of children’s
participating in discussions,
culture and trust with families
participation: a code for child enconcentrating on individual
that partners were building over
gagement with program activities
projects,
chasing
down
time. Understanding that rigid,
(high = 2, medium = 1, low = 0)
facilitators to show off their
test-focused approaches to evaluand a code for whether children
ation can prioritize measurement
work, or asking questions of successfully completed the day’s
over context, to the extent that
activities (1 = yes, 0 = no).
adults and other children.
the evaluation can disrupt the
Findings suggest high levels
program and hinder the formative learning function of
of engagement, with an average of 1.75; the completion
evaluation (Dahler-Larsen, 2009), we adopted a parrate was 85 percent. Program-specific engagement ratticipatory approach. Learning from evaluation, a recings ranged from 1.20 to 1.91, while completion rates
ognized strength of collaborative approaches, is a form
ranged from 70 percent to 100 percent. Our field notes
of accountability in and of itself (Cousins et al., 2013).
contain many examples of children crowding around
We developed a structured observation protocol
a demonstration, eagerly participating in discussions,
that would allow us to characterize the extent to which
concentrating on individual projects, chasing down
partners implemented key programming features and
facilitators to show off their work, or asking quesprovided engaging learning environments. The obsertions of adults and other children. Educators noted
vation protocol had a section on program implementhat one of the best parts of ILI programs was the level
tation and one that tracked the participation of indiof attention and engagement, which they had not exvidual children through a single session. We also noted
pected because of the children’s young ages. Children
snippets of conversation; described interactions among
often became noisy and animated during programs,
children, caregivers, and educators; documented the
but educators did not identify behavior management
content and sequence of each observed program; and
as a major problem; they are used to the high energy
noted the atmosphere and appearance of the space and
and sometimes chaotic flow of informal learning. Over
activities. Soon after each observation, using our obtime, programs across the network evolved to better
servation sheets and photographs, we wrote a reflective
accommodate children of different ages, abilities, and
observation summary.
attention spans.
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We also tracked children’s talk, with codes for
whether they talked with educators, caregivers, or other children and for whether their talk included disciplinary content, questions, or target vocabulary. Observations showed that 93 percent of children engaged in
rich learning conversations with informal educators. In
many such conversations, children and educators used
content-specific vocabulary and concepts to describe,
question, label, connect, and explain. Other codes for
talk showed that 50 percent of children talked about
informal learning content, 46 percent asked questions,
and 37 percent used vocabulary targeted by programming objectives. We observed 69 percent of children
engaging in conversations with peers. Talk with caregivers was less common, at 63 percent, but this result
can be explained by the fact that some programs were
afterschool programs in which caregivers typically did
not participate. In the programs designed for full family participation, we observed 88 percent of children
talking with their caregivers during learning activities.
During program activities, children were exposed
to new topics and themes. For example, they learned
about the role mussels play in filtering water, tasted
vegetables they had never eaten before, observed that
seeds come in different kinds and sizes, and learned
how artists create a collage. In interviews, children
gave many examples of what they remembered from
program books and activities. For example, one fouryear-old recalled an animal featured in a program:
Interviewer: Do you remember when we did this?
[Shows picture of armadillo]
Child:

He eats worms.

Interviewer: Do you remember what he is?
Child :

Arm-da-dillo!

Interviewer: Right! He eats worms, what else?
Child:

He has a pointy nose. He can dig with his
nails to find some food. He eats worms.

Caregiver interviews indicate that some of the children’s learning connected to engagement and learning
at home:
My child is always happy to come to [the program]. He loves it! He says he learns lots of things.
We at home can see that he is learning a lot.
He loved hearing the inchworm story. He went
home and measured everything. He used his feet
to measure and counted 17 steps.
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Another caregiver spoke of the confidence the program inspired in her child:
She lacked confidence in reading, so I wanted to
find something for her alone so she could get the
hang of it. Her brother is an obstacle and takes
over. Now she can show her brother something he
didn’t know.

Caregivers’ Engagement and Learning
ILI programming targeted families, with special attention to the role of caregivers in supporting their
children’s literacy development. This characteristic separates ILI informal programs from center- or
school-based programs, which may recognize that parents can support learning but focus primarily on child
outcomes. Most programs, except for the afterschool
programming, were designed for families to attend together. All projects had family learning components
and provided literacy resources families could use to
extend the learning at home. Resources included free
picture books, home learning activities, journals, and
parent guides.
One of the clearest messages to emerge from the
caregiver interviews was appreciation for how the programs modeled engaging ways for adults to read picture books with children. Fully 83 percent of caregivers
said that they had learned a new strategy; for example:
I have learned how to read to her. I explain more
to her about what we’re reading. Sometimes one
reads to the children, but one really doesn’t know
how to read to them.
By the second year of the project, a shared set of
read-aloud practices had emerged. Programs focused
on ways readers could reframe stories or ask questions to keep children interested and actively focused.
Our interviews suggest that caregivers took up some
of these practices; the most common strategy, asking
questions while reading, was cited by 42 percent of
caregivers. Another strategy, using the pictures in a
book to tell the story, was mentioned by 38 percent of
caregivers. In this strategy, adults encourage children
to describe what they see happening in the pictures,
perhaps making up their own story. Some caregivers
found this technique useful when they didn’t themselves know all the English words.
About one-third (33 percent) of caregivers talked
about making the reading theatrical and engaging. For
example, one said:
The tone that you read in, I’m getting better at the
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slowly but successfully read two
tone that you say things, the
emotion. The manner in One of the clearest messages pages of a book without help from
which you read—the intensi- to emerge from the caregiver the group, she gave a big smile as
her child leaned in to hug her
ty, the tone of voice, how you
interviews
was
appreciation
and said, “Good job, Mom! I love
ask questions with mystery
you!”
for how the programs
or happiness.… Like yesterday with Los Gatos Negros…
modeled engaging ways for
there was a door that made
Building Trust and
adults to read picture books
the sound AEEEEEE! Like,
Community Roots
with children.
the drama it creates, the mysHow does an informal learning
tery, [continues to recall parts
institution create a trusted relaof the book with excitement
tionship with a family? Many inand sound effects] so [the baby] even wanted to
terventions designed to address economic and racial/
know what was going on!
ethnic disparities in learning outcomes take a deficit
approach, targeting the development of knowledge
All projects came to see read-alouds as useful not
and skills that families seemingly lack (Cabrera et al.,
only for exposing children to literature but also for
2012). This deficit approach disempowers families and
modeling strategies for adults. Some projects went
ignores rich social and cultural competences.
further, adding caregiver-only segments in which staff
In contrast, ILI network partners attempted to take
talked to caregivers about reading strategies and how
a culturally responsive and strengths-based approach.
to connect reading to children’s interests.
Relatively few studies document exactly how best to
Caregivers who were themselves English learnimplement strengths-based programming (Leyva et
ers were not always ready to read books in English.
al., 2021). Network partners promoted a culturally
Programs that served such families often read books
responsive approach by validating families’ languages,
in both languages. The most common practice we obcultures, and historical perspectives and by asking for
served was reading books in English but translating
their input on subjects and books that would reflect
and paraphrasing a few elements on each page. We
their community and interests. By building positive
also observed projects using books in Spanish or books
social relationships with children and caregivers, partwith pictures and no words, which could be narrated
ners worked to create safe and welcoming environand discussed in any language.
ments whose norms supported all participants.
Some caregivers were not comfortable reading
One goal of ILI was to find meaningful ways to
in their first language. One project that served famiconnect families with informal learning institutions.
lies experiencing homelessness had several struggling
Indeed, 78 percent of caregivers we interviewed said
readers among its caregivers. The program developed
that they’d never been to their CBO’s partner cultural
a practice of having families sit around the room with
organization; some had never even heard of it. The rest
multiple copies of a book and then inviting both careof the caregivers said that they had been to the mugivers and children to read aloud, while the other
seum once before, usually when they were young. The
families followed along. We observed this practice in
projects made many families more aware of museums
three separate program sessions. Our field notes sugas resources. Several caregivers noted that their level
gest that the program was a supportive environment
of comfort with the cultural organization increased the
for emergent readers, adult and child alike. One caremore time they spent in the program:
giver said, “It’s a more inviting place to read. It’s not a
It was very fun! We participated in things we had
chore in this setting. And [my child] sees other peonever done before. It’s right down the street from
ple reading.” The CBO staff were key to creating this
our house. We had never been to a museum.
inviting place. The caregivers trusted them and thus
were encouraged to take risks. Everyone, fluent or not,
The truth is, we were never in any museum before
took a turn as reader. We recorded in our notes that,
going to [this one]. It’s a very good place filled
if a caregiver struggled to decode a word, other adults
with beautiful paintings. Sometimes it has to do
and sometimes children would call out the word; the
with a lack of time. Plus, I have five children and
adult would pick it up and move on. After one mother
they are a bit restless, especially the baby. Then at
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a museum, you cannot touch anything, and I have
to continually tell the boy, “Don’t touch this, don’t
touch that.”… The other day my whole family
went to the museum. Everyone loved making
houses with cardboard.

that he’ll be understood and that he can participate
in class. He is also learning English words. He now
knows the names of the colors in English and in
Spanish.

Researchers have noted the importance of buildThus, museums began to find new audiences for
ing relationships and paying attention to the needs of
their work, in partnership with the CBOs. Some proparents (Alameda-Lawson & Lawson, 2019; Bess &
grams catalyzed museum-orientDoykos, 2014). They also emphaed communities of families:
size developing parents’ leaderNetwork
partners
promoted
[This program] is like family.
ship skills (Warren et al., 2009).
a culturally responsive
It brings people together with
The norms, expectations, ways of
common ground. Community
knowing, cultural resources, and
approach by validating
nights give us an incentive,
families’ languages, cultures, forms of expertise of underrepand we get to see and spend
resented minority parents often
and historical perspectives
time with parents we don’t
have less currency and impact in
and by asking for their input
see at the community center.
schools than those typically assoon subjects and books that
ciated with White, middle-class
One caregiver said that the
families (Baquedano-López et al.,
would reflect their
program gave her child an op2013). The ILI network worked
community and interests.
portunity to do something new,
to help families from underreprethough it was initially scary. The
sented groups to feel invited and
child developed positive relationships with the educato take ownership of the programs.
tors (“the ladies”) and looked forward to returning to
I love this program because it taught me a lot of
the program:
things that I didn’t know and had never done, esShe didn’t want to do it at first, because she thought
pecially to participate with my children.… I had
that I would be leaving her here. There were very
never done a program like this. I liked it a lot. I felt
fun things for us to do together. She kept asking,
very good.
“When do we get to go to the activity?” And I tell
her, “No, the activity isn’t until tomorrow.” “Okay,
The truth is, you all are very nice, very helpful.
are we going to see the ladies?” “Yes, we are going
You pay attention to each person, to each group, to
to see the ladies.”
each child. You give us suggestions … to the parents. The truth is, it feels very full. You give the
Projects worked with highly diverse audiences;
best of yourselves. You provide complete activities
during one observation, we noted five languages being
for us to do. It is super good. I hope it continues.
spoken. Multilingual and multicultural programming
can be particularly difficult for museums whose educaWe don’t take time to dedicate to the kids, share
tors and audiences both tend to be much less diverse
with the kids things that they did at school. This is
than their communities. Bringing CBOs and museums
a good little bit of time that I get to spend with
together has been an innovative step toward bridging
them and let them know that what they do matters
cultural differences. Projects with English learners
to us.
have been careful to value and include the learners’
first languages, as recommended in the literature (AuSome programs engaged directly with caregivers to
erbach, 1989; Reyes & Torres, 2007). Caregivers who
great effect. One project had caregivers gather without
were not fluent in English said in interviews that they
their children to recommend books to one another. The
appreciated programs’ care in creating multilingual and
caregivers broadened the discussion to include internet
multicultural settings where families felt comfortable
literacy resources and family play activities. Another
learning together:
project, working with Black families, built caregiver
I like that the teacher speaks Spanish. This way,
feedback sessions into their regular programming. Ear[my son] is comfortable in class. For me, I know
ly in these sessions, caregivers said they wanted more
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books featuring Black authors or Black characters so
that their children could see themselves represented in
the text. This input helped the program better reflect
the needs of the community. We later interviewed the
program staff about this process:
Staff 1: I know we all agree on this. Ownership is a
key tool to get folks to invest and show up.
And the team did an amazing job of coalescing
caregivers to make some of those decisions....

ing opportunities do they have when they are not in
school? Healthy educational ecosystems provide equitable access to learning resources and learning pathways (Akiva et al., 2020; Hecht & Crowley, 2020). In
such ecosystems:
• Communities feel invited to participate in informal
learning and empowered to co-construct learning
experiences to reflect their values, needs, and
strengths.
•
Diverse opportunities and pathways allow children
Staff 2: … It’s worked best so far to see the ownership
to pursue differentiated interests and identities.
of the families taking it over. They’ve pointed
•
Learning opportunities are often informal, placeout good books. That was one of the best
based, and distributed across the city.
learning experiences I’ve had so far. They took
• In their daily lives, children enus to a really good place.
counter all sorts of adults—edStaff 3: Right, the value should
ucators, caregivers, role modbe placed on where
els—who know how to facilitate
One project had caregivers
they’re coming from. To
learning through collaboration,
be reflective [in our progather without their children
conversation, and facilitation.
gram design] is what I’m
to recommend books to one • The city, seeing itself as a manmost proud of, and makaged educational ecosystem,
another. The caregivers
ing the shifts. We want
makes investments to improve
broadened the discussion to
to get good rich literathe health of the system rather
ture where they can see
include internet literacy
than restricting investment to
themselves. We’re puta single niche, connection, or
resources and family play
ting it in their hands.
entity.
activities.
In a reflective evaluation interview, staff members from more than one project
talked about how hard it was to get everyone on the
same page about how to be culturally sensitive. They
said it took time to work with partners to understand
the specific needs of the families—but there were rewards. Staff members said they appreciated seeing the
change in children’s artwork when they used culturally
representative books. They loved the feeling of connection with communities. They were excited to see adults
enjoying the programs and feeling comfortable in the
museum. They also spoke about broader effects, such
as showing the value of family engagement to the staff
of the school where the program was housed. One staff
member said that the best part was seeing “community
in action, love in action. And joy.”

Recommendations for Museum–
CBO Partnerships
Support for equitable educational outcomes in urban
settings involves all aspects of life, including families,
neighborhoods, and communities. Children spend
most of their time outside of classrooms. What learn-
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Our study examines how
museums can connect to collective impact efforts in
literacy and how informal learning programs can be reoriented to better respond to community needs. ILI programming was designed to capitalize on the strengths
of cultural organizations. Children were exposed to
new topics and themes in a range of content areas.
They enjoyed the programs and showed high levels of
engagement in, and completion of, program activities.
They engaged in rich learning conversations with informal educators and caregivers—a critical component
of informal learning experiences that support literacy
development. Observations documented the use of
content-specific vocabulary and concepts. Interviews
with children and caregivers suggest that children remembered what they learned and sometimes extended
that learning at home. Furthermore, caregivers learned
strategies to support children’s reading. They felt welcomed in and connected to the programs, and they
formed relationships with educators and other families.
These outcomes can empower caregivers to be brokers
and advocates for their children’s learning. Partners are
planning to further strengthen caregiver engagement by
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them and their communities. The educators developed
involving adults as learners, not just as facilitators of
new practices and routines for supporting early litchildren’s learning.
eracy. Compared to many out-of-school learning proFour elements of the ILI approach have challenged
grams, ILI programs had a large proportion of adults in
museums and CBOs to move beyond their traditional
the room. Partners recognized that learning conversaroles to become central actors in Philadelphia’s educations with children and caretakers
tional ecosystem. Other systems
are an essential aspect of informal
could use these suggestions to enliteracy learning. Personalized
gage families in literacy developFour elements of the ILI
conversations helped families feel
ment outside of school.
approach have challenged
included and empowered.
Center Community

museums and CBOs to move
beyond their traditional roles
to become central actors in
Philadelphia’s educational
ecosystem.

ILI funded CBOs as a strategy to
bring communities into the work
of literacy development. Building
on the trusting relationships they
have established with their communities, CBOs recruited families
for the programs and supported
community engagement. Language, culture, and neighborhood were woven into programming. Museum educators connected with and learned about families who
rarely, if ever, visited their institutions. They became
aware of responsibilities beyond promoting learning
outcomes; they came to think of their practice as addressing social and emotional learning, food insecurity,
and adult learning. Partners aspired to work both in
and with communities. CBOs pushed back against deficit perspectives and focused the network on strengthsbased approaches. As of the third year of the five-year
initiative, almost 1,500 families have participated in
ILI programs.
Support Family Learning and Caregiver
Engagement

Caregivers were central to ILI programming. Findings
suggest that they often felt like full participants in the
program; they not only learned strategies to support
their children’s learning but also acquired new knowledge and skills themselves. Informal learning is lifelong and free-choice. Giving caregivers meaningful
roles and treating them as learners in their own right
helped them stay interested and engaged enough to return for multiple sessions. Caregivers reported using
strategies from the program at home, creating the possibility that program impacts could continue beyond
the end of the project.
Develop and Support Informal Educators

Museum and CBO educators developed relationships
with children and caregivers over time, learning about
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Focus on Learning and
Innovation

Recognizing that education is a
systems problem, network partners did not begin by identifying
proven strategies to implement in
similar ways across the city. Instead, they bet on partnerships between museums and
CBOs as a catalyst for exploration and change. We saw
evidence that the partnership strategy was successful
in that partners spent time learning, reflecting, and experimenting together. Staff members engaged in new
kinds of work that spanned the museum–CBO boundary. By networking the partnerships together, ILI supported broad conversations and encouraged a culture
of co-design and iterative improvement. This impact
goes far beyond what individual children or caregivers learned from any given program. ILI’s investment
in connections within the ecosystem created a collaboration infrastructure that can be reused and extended
through future investments.
Of course, meaningful changes in an ecosystem
take time and patience. Most partnerships needed two
years to begin to function smoothly, and the network
is still in a formative phase. Continued investment in
joint work and innovation is needed for this—or any—
network to become a sustainable learning community.
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Coaching for Early Literacy Support
Training OST Staff to Meet the Needs of Diverse Learners
Lori Severino, Sinead Meehan, & Lauren Fegely
Many out-of-school time (OST) sites are incorporating literacy time in their programming
to capitalize on the benefits associated with
literacy instruction (Pelatti & Piasta, 2017). Afterschool is a perfect opportunity to foster a

on children’s cognitive load. Cognitive load involves
permanent information stored in long-term memory
and temporary information stored in working memory. When working memory is overloaded, learning is
hindered (Kalyuga, 2011). Intentional OST instructional design and programming can compensate for
cognitive overload and maximize student learning
(Kalyuga, 2011).
Coaching through professional development op-

love of reading in children. Expanded learning
in afterschool programs can make a difference
in both short-term and long-term academic outcomes (Vandell, 2012).
However, OST staff may not know how to deliver
evidence-based practices and meet the needs of diverse learners. In addition to understanding the behavioral and social needs of the children, OST staff
should consider how to differentiate activities based
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portunities can positively impact education. In one
study, when coaching was implemented as professional
development in a school setting, it had large positive
effects on instruction and smaller positive effects on
student achievement (Kraft et al., 2018). A successful
summer program achieved significant gains in reading
achievement through both pre-program professional
development focused on child development and construction of engaging instruction (Rasco et al., 2013).
Professional development for coaches enables
them to improve their ability to create a productive
learning environment, which they can then pass on to
frontline educators. This article outlines the creation
and content of a professional development program in
early literacy that was delivered to coaches who work
with OST staff. The training content focused on meeting the literacy needs of diverse learners, grades K to
3, in one city’s OST programs. To design the training,
we consulted with the coaches who would be trained
to learn about their own needs and the needs of the
program staff they would be supporting.

Background
Significance of Coaches
In schools, coaches have been used to improve nonacademic practices such as classroom management (Sprick
et al., 2006). Coaching has been linked to improved
teaching practices, student learning, teacher collaboration (Guinney, 2001; Neufeld & Roper, 2003), teacher
attitudes, skill transfer, feelings of effectiveness, and
student achievement (Cornett & Knight, 2009). One
common coaching approach to foster teacher growth
is a continuous cycle of observation, reflection, feedback, and action (Knight, 2011). Professional development opportunities that offer coaching can be used
to teach new skills or content knowledge (Kretlow &
Bartholomew, 2010). The difficulty with standalone
professional development activities is that they often
fail to produce systematic improvements at scale (Harris & Sass, 2011). Coaching can address this issue by
helping to transform new knowledge into improved
instruction (Kraft et al., 2018).
Research on professional development with coaching has concentrated on schoolteachers (Ostrand et al.,
2020; van Nieuwerburgh et al., 2019) rather than on
OST staff (Sheldon et al., 2010). In a study by Miller
et al. (2006), OST staff received weekly coaching from
professional literacy coaches in conducting read-alouds
and facilitating independent reading. OST staff report-
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ed feeling more comfortable leading literacy activities
and saw improvement in their students’ literacy skills
compared to the beginning of the year. Sheldon et al.
(2010) found that ongoing coaching and professional development led to improvement in OST program
quality. Additionally, a 2019 study by Farrell, CollierMeek, and Furman found that ongoing coaching was
positively associated with implementation of positive
behavioral intervention and supports at both the staff
and program levels. Coaching is one of the most effective methods for improving OST staff quality, along
with assessment, training, and data feedback (Phillips
Smith et al., 2018).

Effectiveness of Online Professional
Development for Coaches
In order to provide literacy coaching to educators,
coaches must themselves participate in high-quality
professional development. In professional development sessions, they can increase their content knowledge, evaluate current best practices, and refine their
coaching skills.
Research has identified several components of
high-quality online professional development:
• Collective participation creates a productive learning environment (Desimone & Pak, 2017) in which
participants share responsibility for the activities in
which they engage (Vrasidas & Zembylas, 2004).
• Coherence (Desimone & Pak, 2017; Vrasidas &
Zembylas, 2004) aligns the professional development with the mission and needs of the institution
and its constituents.
• Active learning through authentic tasks uses realworld scenarios to help participants make direct
connections to their professional practice. Active
learning correlated to educators’ needs has been
proven to increase the effectiveness of professional
development (Garet et al., 2008; Loucks-Horsley et
al., 2009).
According to Vrasidas and Zembylas (2004), online professional development is stronger when participants are involved in the development of the course,
providing input on structure, goals, and assessment
methods. Development should be a continuous process in which course designers evaluate and modify
courses based on written and oral feedback from participants, analysis of multiple assessments, and evaluation of the course’s online learning tools (Vrasidas &
Zembylas, 2004).
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This online professional development for literacy
activities to practice language and reading skills—and
coaches, like many such courses, offered participants
provide consistent professional development opporwho completed the program a
tunities for staff members (Maxmicro-credential. According to
well-Jolly, 2011).
the National Education AssociaAlthough some evidence intion (n.d.), a micro-credential is The difficulty with standalone dicates that OST program staff
professional development
“a short, competency-based recgenerally have high levels of eduognition.” Use of micro-credencation (Gao et al., 2014), many
activities is that they often
tials is grounded in research and
OST sites are staffed by volunfail to produce systematic
aligned with best practices for
teers or part-time staff who have
improvements
at
scale
adult learners in that it is flexible
different levels of knowledge, ex(Harris & Sass, 2011).
and personalized (Acree, 2016;
pertise, and access to professional
National Education Association,
development (Bradshaw, 2015).
Coaching can address this
n.d.). A post micro-credential
issue by helping to transform Compounding this issue are staff
completion survey found that
shortages due to the COVID-19
new knowledge into
“97% of respondents indicated
pandemic (PASE, 2021). In order
improved instruction
that they wanted to pursue anothto support programs with a focus
(Kraft et al., 2018).
er micro-credential in the future”
on early literacy, professional de(Acree, 2016, p. 2).
velopers need to take into consideration the time and expertise of
Literacy in OST Programming
current and future OST staff as well as their access to
OST programs typically provide not only a safe place
opportunities (Bradshaw, 2015).
for children while parents are working but also homework help and a space where children can socialize
Training Literacy Coaches to
with peers. Some also focus on developing academic
Support OST Staff
skills, including early literacy (Sheldon et al., 2010).
Our project trained coaches to support OST program
Incorporating literacy instruction can not only imstaff in providing differentiated early literacy instrucprove academic achievement but also provide students
tion. The process of developing this train-the-trainer
with multiple varied literacy experiences, a critical remodel involved identifying needs, deciding on topics,
quirement for early literacy development (Spielberger
developing the training materials, and then imple& Halpern, 2002). Children from low-income housementing the training (Figure 1). The development
holds and English language learners (ELLs) particuteam consisted of the three authors: Lori Severino is
larly need increased and varied opportunities to praca university faculty member with expertise in literacy
tice skills. Targeted reading and writing instruction in
practices; Sinead Meehan is a doctoral student with
afterschool programs, though it cannot replace school
Montessori experience; and Lauren Fegely was, at the
learning, has been shown to close the literacy achievetime of this project, an undergraduate preservice teachment gap in low-income neighborhoods. For examer in secondary English.
ple, a four-year study of an afterschool program that
implemented structured literacy and reading training
Participants
along with individual tutoring and choice-based book
We created a professional development program for
distribution with kindergarten to third grade children
eight literacy coaches and program liaisons from Philain public housing communities found growth in readdelphia’s Office of Children and Families (OCF). Liting proficiency that was significantly higher than that
eracy coaches support the implementation of “lightof a similar group of children who did not participate
touch” literacy practices at multiple OST sites across
(Douglass Bayless et al., 2018).
the city. These light-touch practices include interactive
Additional literacy instruction during OST proread-alouds, independent reading, and literacy-rich engrams can be invaluable to students. Maxwell-Jolly
vironments. Program liaisons are assigned to specific
(2011), for example, advocates for systematic literacy
OST sites, where they support many activities includinstruction to help ELL students. OST programs should
ing light-touch literacy practices.
engage in intentional planning—including interactive
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Figure 1. The Differentiated Literacy Pilot Development Process

Process

instructional strategy was the use of questioning and
Our first step was to work with the literacy coordinaconversation. Half of the OCF interviewees provided
tor at OCF to identify the literacy coaches and program
examples of OST staff members asking children to
liaisons to participate in the pilot program. To help
make predictions based on a book’s cover; using sticky
determine the topics to be covered in the training, we
notes to delineate opportunities to stop, question, and
conducted a needs assessment, interviewing four of the
discuss the text; and using read-alouds as an opportueight literacy coaches and program liaisons regarding
nity to build vocabulary.
their perceptions of the OST cenHowever, respondents also
ters’ literacy strengths and areas for
described challenges with readimprovement. Philadelphia’s OST
alouds. Some OST staff members
system has identified literacy supfailed to intentionally prepare for
Respondents described a
port to children in grades K to 3 as
read-alouds, thus missing opporrange of successful reada focus of its strategic plan. Many
tunities for questioning, converaloud instructional strategies, sations, and extension activities.
OST programs have been working
though use of these
to construct literacy-rich environClassroom management of undements that are conducive to read- strategies was not consistent sirable student behaviors was also
alouds and independent reading,
recognized as a challenge.
across sites.
among other literacy practices.
Interviewees told us that,
Analysis of the interview
although most OST sites consisdata revealed several recurring
tently incorporated read-alouds
themes. Respondents described a range of successful
into their daily schedules, only a few designated time
read-aloud instructional strategies, though use of these
for independent reading. At those sites, interviewees
strategies was not consistent across sites. Half of the
saw staff members creating quiet and comfortable
participants described instances when OST staff memspaces where students could read independently. They
bers brought theatrical flair to their read-alouds by
also observed staff members walking around to assist
putting on costumes, reading in different voices, and
children during independent reading time.
acting out scenes. Interviewees said that these strateWe used the information from the needs assessgies led to high student engagement. Another effective
ment to develop train-the-trainer sessions for the lit-
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plates to serve as dry-erase boards. At
the beginning of each session, participants were provided a brief introduction to the topic, followed by a
list of objectives for the session and a
glossary of important terms. Sessions
continued with a mix of instructor
presentation, whole-group discussion,
small-group discussions in breakout
rooms, and hands-on practice followed by reflection.

Training Content
The session topics covered how to
identify learners’ needs, how to incorporate strategies that address
those needs, and how to assist and
encourage learners. Coaches would
then implement these strategies with
OST staff members, who would learn
by example how to implement them
with program participants.
Session 1: Differentiation

Figure 2. Sample Manual Introduction Page

eracy coaches and program liaisons. We planned a total
of 10 two-hour sessions whose topics were designed
to address the varied literacy needs of OST program
participants in grades K through 3.

Training Format
We had planned to deliver the training to OCF coaches
in person but switched to live (synchronous) virtual sessions due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Lori and Sinead,
the university faculty member and the graduate student,
led all 10 sessions, which were presented every other
week for four months. We created a course manual (Figure 2) and mailed it to all eight training participants
along with hands-on materials they could use to practice
activities, such as dry-erase markers and white plastic

Severino, Meehan, & Fegely

The first session provided an overview of what differentiation is and is
not. We adapted Tomlinson’s (2017)
model of differentiating by content,
process, or product. Content could
be differentiated by texts that have a
variety of genres or readability levels
and by medium, such as print, audio,
video, or presentation. Differentiating by process means using varied
activities such as read-alouds, choral reading, readers theater, or repeated reads (that is,
reading the same text again). Differentiating by product offers children choices in how to show their learning, for example, by writing, drawing, or performing.
Differentiation does not require providing something different for every child. Rather, educators offer
different ways to access information in order to meet
the needs of diverse learners. Differentiation does require advance planning, with the needs of the children
at the forefront.
Session 2: Diversity

This session focused on two kinds of diversity: disabilities and cultural differences. Before the session, we
asked trainees to think about the children they observe
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at the OST centers: “Are there children who sit away
issues, or trauma; and to teach them to coach OST staff
from others? who are walking around when others are
to introduce read-alouds and other reading activities
working? whose behaviors are challenging for adults?”
and supports. Again, OCF coaches received resources
Prework included reading Categories of Disability Unto share with OST sites.
der IDEA by the National Dissemination Center for
Children with Disabilities (2012) and listening to
Session 4: Word Identification, Phonemic
the Cult of Pedagogy podcast “Culturally Responsive
Awareness, and Phonics
Teaching: 4 Misconceptions” (Gonzalez, 2017).
The required reading for this session was The ImThe first half of the session guided the OCF
portance of Phonics Instruction for All Students (Reed,
coaches through the 13 disability categories of the In2016). We also asked coaches to watch a video on Syldividuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and
lable Types (Severino, 2021) and to contemplate how
suggested specific activities that can help learners who
OST staff could use identification of syllable types and
have the most common disabilities. We gave the coachsyllable segmentation to develop children’s literacy
es research articles, videos, and websites to share with
skills.
OST centers. The second part of
During the session, we foSession 2 addressed cultural dicused on the word recognition
versity and culturally responsive
strand of Scarborough’s reading
“Are there children who sit
teaching frameworks. Cultural dirope (2001), which consists of
away
from
others?
who
are
versity can have a large impact on
phonemic awareness, decoding,
walking around when others and sight recognition skills. To
academic achievement and motivation to learn; when students
learn about phonemic awareness,
are working? whose
speak a language other than the
behaviors are challenging for the coaches completed activities
one spoken at the center, culturon isolating, blending, and segadults?”
ally responsive education helps
menting sounds as well as addthem acquire that language (Gay,
ing, deleting, and substituting
2000).
sounds using Elkonin (1963)
boxes. Elkonin boxes are presented in sets of four on
Session 3: Literacy Theories and Models
worksheets, one for each of four potential sounds in a
To prime the discussion about literacy theories, coachword. To practice phonemic awareness, children listen
es were asked, “What do you think children should be
for each sound in a word and move a marker (such as
able to do pertaining to reading in kindergarten and
a penny, poker chip, or M & M) into a box for each
first grade?” We also asked them to be ready to share
separate sound. For example, the word “cat” has three
a memory about learning to read. This session focused
individual sounds. A child would slide one marker for
on children’s existing and developing literacy skills.
the sound /k/ into the first empty box on the paper,
Prework including watching the video What Is Phonoanother marker for the sound /a/ into the second box,
logical Awareness? (Understood, 2019) and reading the
and another marker into the third box for the sound
article “Rethinking Differentiation—Using Teachers’
/t/. The fourth box would remain empty. The idea is for
Time Most Effectively” (Marshall, 2016).
the child to listen for individual sounds (phonemes) in
The literacy models we examined were Young’s
a word and be able to identify each sound. Once chilladder of reading (2020), Ehri’s reading stages of dedren identify how many sounds are in a word, they can
velopment (1995), the simple view of reading (Gough
match letters to those sounds. This is a great predictor
& Tunmer, 1986), and Scarborough’s reading rope
of later reading skill.
(2001). The reading rope, on which we relied in subFor decoding, we guided coaches through the
sequent sessions, shows the many skills that make up
six syllable types and syllable division rules, providthe ability to read as strands that weave together into
ing activities and resources for use with OST staff. For
a rope that represents “skilled reading” (Scarborough,
sight recognition, we introduced a model for teaching
2001). The goals were to enable OCF coaches to unhigh-frequency words by helping learners identify the
derstand the typical reading development of children;
sounds in each word that follow regular patterns and
to empower them to show OST staff how to identify
what part of the word is the “tricky” part.
the effect on reading of learning differences, behavior
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Session 5: Language Comprehension

tion and the four sentence types: simple, compound,
This session highlighted the comprehension skills of
complex, and compound-complex. Finally, we asked
Scarborough’s reading rope (2001). To prime coaches
coaches to think about how they could teach the morfor this session, we asked them to reflect on the conphology of a vocabulary word using Matt de la Peña’s
nections they make to their own prior knowledge while
Last Stop on Market Street (2015). They explored how
reading and then think about how to help students
word parts can help children understand a word’s
make such connections. Next, we asked them to watch
meaning.
the video Teaching Text Structures for Non-Fiction Reading (Cult of Pedagogy, 2014), reflect on how knowing
Session 7: Verbal Reasoning
text structures (or genres) aids comprehension, and
This session covered verbal reasoning, inference, and
consider how to teach text structures to children. The
figurative language. To prepare coaches for this seslast assignment was to read the article “Building Backsion, we asked them to think about how they learned
ground Knowledge” (Neuman et al., 2014).
to make inferences and to consider how the inference
During the session, we taught the coaches about
process works. The video Rethinking Thinking (Teddeveloping background knowledge, vocabulary, lanEd, 2012) built on their understanding of the cogniguage structures, verbal reasoning, and literacy knowltive process required to make inferences. The required
edge. We introduced the 95 Percent Group’s Comreading was an article on inference from Reading Rockprehension Process Continuum
ets (n.d.). We also asked coaches
(2011), providing an example
to consider how figurative lanof modeling for each step of the In virtual breakout rooms, the guage might be difficult for some
coaches discussed the
continuum and offering differenlearners.
tiation activities. In virtual breakDuring the session, we guidimportance of building
out rooms, the coaches discussed
ed a discussion about where chilbackground knowledge and
the importance of building backdren struggle with inferences and
participated in sample
ground knowledge and participatfigurative language. Verbal reaactivities.
ed in sample activities. Finally, we
soning involves making meaning
introduced the process of using
that goes beyond the information
graphic organizers to teach nonfiction text structures.
given, so the ability to apply verbal reasoning skills to
new learning enables students to analyze, synthesize,
Session 6: Syntax, Semantics, Morphology, and
and evaluate information. We showed coaches examCode Switching
ples of inferences and figurative language in The Color
This session delved more deeply into the language
Monster by Anna Llenas (2018) and then led a discuscomprehension section of Scarborough’s reading rope
sion about how to teach these skills. The session ended
(2001). As prework, coaches were asked to think about
with a discussion of how learning disabilities affect stua common idiom that might confuse children whose
dents’ ability to understand figurative language.
first language is not English. The session also addressed
code switching, which may be practiced not only by
Session 8: Fluency
ELLs but also by native speakers of English who speak
This session communicated how to support children
a particular dialect at home and in the community. The
to develop the three components of fluency: accuracy,
required reading for this session, “Julie Washington’s
expression, and speed. The manual instructed coaches
Quest to Get Schools to Respect African-American
to consider what makes a fluent reader and how inEnglish” (Brennan, 2018), addressed code switching
ability to read fluently might affect a child’s reading
to help coaches realize how much mental work Black
comprehension (Hasbrouck, 2020). It also prompted
and Brown children can go through to shift from their
them to watch The “Essentials” of Developing Reading
cultural language to “school” language.
Fluency (Scholastic, 2014) and to read an article on fluDuring the session, coaches watched a video on
ency from Reading Rockets (2020).
morphology (Institute of Education Sciences, 2016)
We began the session by teaching the difference
that explained the study of word parts and provided
between automaticity and fluency. Once children learn
sample instructional activities. We also walked the
to identify sounds in a word, they decode more quickcoaches through activities to teach sentence elaboraly, thus developing automaticity. They do not have to
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sound out each phoneme to read the word. Fluency is
a cadence of reading quickly and easily. Fluent readers read aloud as they would tell a story: Their voice
changes and they phrase words in a way the listener can
understand. Coaches learned tools to improve children’s
fluency, including modeling strategies, readers theater,
and audiobooks (Reading Rockets, 2020). They received
a list of audiobook resources to take to the OST centers.
Session 9: Writing

of consequences, prevention strategies, and problemsolving strategies. The thinking prompt asked coaches
to consider what behaviors OST staff members struggle
with most. Coaches watched the video Engaging Children in After School Programs (Parks and Recreation
Ontario, 2019) and read an article about relationships
in relation to behavior management (Kirylo, 2009).
Focusing on the common behavior issues OCF
interviewees had observed in the OST centers, we led
a discussion designed to help coaches understand the
antecedents of undesirable behaviors. We presented
information on children’s developmental stages and
on coping mechanisms used in a traditional behavior
model. We gave them behavior guidelines, prevention
strategies, and conflict resolution strategies to share
with OST staff. One such strategy, ACT (Holstead,
n.d.), prompts adults to Acknowledge the child’s behavior and what motivated it, Communicate the rules
or limits and the consequences for breaking them, and
Target choices by providing the child with acceptable
alternative actions.

This session covered the components of writing, types
of sentences, and graphic organizers to assist children
in writing. To prepare, coaches were asked to think
about parts of speech and sentence structures and to
consider how to teach these concepts. They watched
a video on simple, compound, and complex sentence
structures by EasyTeaching (2018). The reading for
this session, How to Teach Writing in the Early Primary
Grades (Jocelyn Seamer Education, n.d.), introduced
the many components of writing, such as handwriting,
phonetic awareness and encoding, spelling, syntax and
the parts of speech, and text structure.
In the session, we provided instruction on parts
Next Steps
of speech, types of sentences and clauses, preposiTraining OCF coaches to train OST program staff in
tional phrases, and conjunctions. Writing activities
literacy strategies for diverse learners enables scaling
the coaches could share with OST staff included “the
of effective practices across multiple sites over many
hamburger model,” a graphic representing the parts
years, despite high staff turnover. This model thus
of a good paragraph. A paragraph needs an introducbuilds capacity to sustain change for the long term.
tion (top bun), the details or meat of the topic (hamThe 20 hours of training for OCF literacy coaches and
burger, lettuce, tomato), and the
program liaisons both introduced
conclusion (bottom bun). The
evidence-based literacy stratehamburger model helps children
gies and promoted collaboration
The final session examined
visually see the parts needed to
so the trainees can support one
the difference between
develop their writing. Another
another in their work as coaches
learning
issues
and
behavior
activity involved using the mnein OST sites. Data analysis and a
issues and presented types
monic POW TREE to walk chilstudy of the effectiveness of this
dren through the writing process
of consequences, prevention training will be completed at the
(Graham & Harris, 2000). POW
end of the 2021–2022 school year.
strategies, and problemstands for Pick my idea, Organize
We used real-world scenarios
solving strategies.
my thoughts, Write more. The
as much as possible in the training
TREE part of the mnemonic helps
to provide authenticity (Desimchildren organize a paragraph by writing a Topic senone & Pak, 2017). When OCF trainees proposed additence, giving three Reasons that support the topic sentional strategies that they thought would be effective or
tence, Explaining how those reasons relate to the topic
that they had witnessed at OST sites, we took detailed
sentence, and adding an Ending sentence (Graham &
notes. These notes and the feedback trainees provided
Harris, 2000).
will influence future training modules.
This training was the first step in this project. The
Session 10: Behaviors
next step is to support the OCF literacy coaches and
The final session examined the difference between
program liaisons during their coaching at five pilot
learning issues and behavior issues and presented types
OST sites. The literacy expert who led the training ses-
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sions will observe literacy practices in these five sites
alongside the literacy coaches. The trainer will coach
the OCF literacy coaches and program liaisons as they
themselves start to coach OST staff to implement lighttouch literacy practices. After 10 weeks of implementation with the trainer’s support, the literacy coaches
and program liaisons will continue coaching and mentoring at the five pilot sites for four more months. After that pilot period, an independent evaluation of the
light-touch literacy practices will begin.
The support we provide will help the literacy
coaches and program liaisons implement light-touch
literacy practices throughout OST programming. For
example, if a literacy coach and trainer observe that
the staff at an OST site are doing read-alouds but are
not incorporating activities to support children’s skill
development, they might suggest activities that would
help children focus on how many sounds they hear in
a word. This phonemic awareness skill supports both
reading and spelling. Let’s say that the book is The Field
by Baptiste Paul (2018), which features a soccer game
that can begin only after children shoo animals out
of the field. The literacy coach could show the OST
staff member how to use soccer balls to help children
with phonemic awareness. Each pair of children has a
soccer ball, which they pass once for each sound in a
word. For the word “shoo,” the first child kicks the
ball to the other while saying /sh/. Then their partner
kicks it back, saying /oo/. Then together both children
say “shoo.” The training the literacy coaches and program liaisons received equips them to mentor the OST
staff to incorporate activities like this.
OST staff can incorporate literacy-skill building
activities into what they are already doing without
needing deep knowledge of the research behind the
strategies. However, we will make these evidence-based
differentiated strategies available to OST staff online in
modules consisting of three- to five-minute video clips
and downloadable materials on the topics discussed in
the training. The literacy coaches and program liaisons
can use these materials to support their coaching and
mentoring efforts. In addition, OST staff can access the
resources if they want to know more about strategies
their coach is suggesting.

Acree, L. (2016). Seven lessons learned from
implementing micro-credentials. William and Ida
Friday Institute for Educational Innovation. http://
www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/principal-projectphase-2-seven-lessons-about-implementingmicrocredentials-lauren-acree.pdf
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Coaching to Improve OST
Literacy Programming
Philadelphia Practitioner Perspectives
Maggie Gilbert, Julie Dennehy, Diane Gruber, & Georgia Hall
Research overwhelmingly reveals that the early
elementary years are critical for developing
foundational literacy skills, yet grade-level
literacy proficiency r emains o ut o f r each f or
many children in the United States. By the end
of third grade, most children are expected to
transition from learning how to decode to using

assessments. Achievement gaps based on race, ethnicity, income level, disabilities, and English language
learner (ELL) status persist across grade levels. In the
2013 NAEP, across all grades, almost three times as
many White students (47 percent) as Black students
(16 percent) scored at or above the proficient level
in reading (NAEP, 2013). In 2017, only 5 percent of
ELLs scored at or above the proficient level in reading,
compared to 39 percent of non-ELL students (NAEP,
2017).
Out-of-school time (OST) programs can play an
important role in building children’s literacy skills
and helping to bridge achievement gaps—if those
programs receive the right support. The National

reading skills to understand content (Chall et
al., 1990; Chall & Jacobs, 2003).
According to the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP, 2017), only 37 percent of
American fourth-grade students in 2017 performed at
or above the proficient level on standardized
reading
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Institute on Out-of-School Time (NIOST) at Wellesley
College implemented and then studied a Philadelphia
initiative designed to provide that support through
staff development and coaching. Preliminary findings
suggest that this initiative is beginning to influence staff
members’ practices in ways that promise to improve
the ability of their programs to develop children’s
literacy skills.

Background on OST Literacy
Programming
Significant evidence suggests that OST programs can
provide literacy-rich environments to help children
build their literacy skills (Afterschool Alliance, 2015;
Hartmann et al., 2017; Kidron & Lindsay, 2014;
Lauer et al., 2006; Redd et al., 2012; Wilson-Keenan
et al., 2018). OST is uniquely positioned to link
literacy-building activities with meaningful learning
experiences that not only are enriching and engaging
for children but also support in-school learning
(Afterschool Alliance, 2015). When children are able
to choose literacy-building activities whose topics
interest them, they are more likely to complete tasks
and assignments (Afterschool Alliance, 2015).
A comprehensive meta-analysis that included
qualitative and quantitative studies on the learning
of low-achieving youth found that OST programming
can significantly increase reading achievement (Lauer
et al., 2004). Similarly, the National Summer Learning
Project investigated the extent to which voluntary
summer programs that offered both academic and
enrichment activities improved children’s reading and
math skills. Children who received a minimum of 34
hours of quality summer language arts instruction
outperformed control group peers in state language
arts assessments. The benefits were more pronounced
after two summers of attendance (Sloan-McCombs et
al., 2020).
OST literacy-building activities can be particularly
effective in helping ELL children develop confidence
as readers and writers. Research shows that OST
programs can provide the additional time and support
ELL students need to build vocabulary and develop
the cultural dimensions of literacy while helping them
to connect reading to their daily lives (Spielberger
& Halpern, 2002). ELL students who attend OST
programs perform better on statewide English language
tests and are more likely to be redesignated as English
proficient than ELL students who do not attend OST
programs (Afterschool Alliance, 2017).
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The Philadelphia Out-of-School Time
Literacy and Quality Improvement
Initiative
The Philadelphia Out-of-School Time Literacy and
Quality Improvement Initiative (OSTLit), funded by
the William Penn Foundation in 2019, aims to build
OST staff and program capacity to employ teaching
and facilitation strategies that embed literacy skill
building in daily program activities. The initiative
focuses on children in grades K–3, though staff in many
programs serve older children as well. Components of
OSTLit include literacy and program quality coaching,
program observation, literacy training, and facilitation
of a community of practice (CoP). The William Penn
Foundation invited five Philadelphia OST programs
to participate in the initiative. NIOST coaches have
provided training on continuous program quality
improvement and on literacy enrichment strategies
and activities.
The partnership began with program observations
using NIOST’s Assessment of Program Practices Tool
(APT; Tracy et al., 2016) during the 2019–2020 school
year. Another part of NIOST’s quality-building technical
assistance was a literacy activity inventory with each
program participating in the initiative. In addition,
NIOST coaches delivered an average of 17 hours of
coaching to each program between February 2020 and
April 2021. They also facilitated five CoP meetings
between March 2020 and March 2021 and facilitated
a three-part virtual literacy training in October 2020.
During coaching and training, the coaches shared
literacy-building resources including websites, games,
and apps.
The program quality coaching had three areas of
focus:
1. Research-based methods and approaches for planning
and organizing engaging activities, including
continuous use of the APT for program improvement
2. Staff practices that promote and sustain engagement
3. Strategies for building and sustaining child–adult
relationships
CoP meetings provided opportunities for OST
program leaders and staff to share experiences with each
other and to engage with invited literacy expert presenters.
The box on the next page lists literacy-building strategies
promoted during the training and coaching.
We were interested in understanding how staff experienced OSTLit. We therefore gathered practitioners’
perceptions of:
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• How participation contributed to their delivery of
literacy skill-building experiences
• How they experienced the components of the
initiative related to literacy skill building and creating
literacy-rich environments

Methods
To investigate these questions, we conducted 11 semistructured 30-minute interviews with staff from four
Philadelphia OSTLit programs in March and April
2021. The fifth program was not able to participate in
data collection. Interviewees received electronic gift
cards for their participation. The interviews gathered

OSTLit Literacy-Building

information about literacy skill-building activities in
each program and about the respondents’ experience
with literacy skill-building coaching, the CoP, and
literacy activity training. Interviews were arranged
through program leaders. One interviewer conducted
and recorded all interviews by phone or on Zoom. We
used NVivo software for thematic coding of interview
transcripts. Two researchers reviewed, analyzed, and
summarized the coded transcripts.

Staff Perceptions of the Philadelphia
OSTLit Initiative

Early findings from our interviews indicate that OST
program staff found many aspects of the
OSTLit initiative helpful in deepening
Strategies
their ability to engage children in
building literacy skills.

• Staff read to children.
• Staff engage in frequent one-on-one conversations with children.
• Staff model use of Standard English (proper grammar and
pronunciation) when interacting or reading with children.
• Staff listen attentively to children.
• Staff sit with children as they read.
• Staff help children sound out words and figure out meaning from
context. They encourage children when they get stuck.
• Children play word games.
• Children receive reading assistance from staff members or
volunteer tutors.
• Children are read to.
• Children read in practical situations.
• Staff engage children in writing.
• Children play word games that require writing.
• Children receive writing assistance and guidance from staff
members or volunteer tutors.
• Staff encourage children to participate in conversations and
discussions.
• Staff use proper vocabulary specific to the subject they are
teaching.
• Staff use intonation and facial expressions and ask questions.
• Staff help children find books and other reading materials.
• Children read independently.
• Staff model reading comprehension strategies.
• Children investigate unfamiliar vocabulary words.
• Staff offer examples to illustrate different styles of writing.
• Children write about topics that matter to them.
• Staff frequently ask open-ended questions.
• Children explain ideas or experiences to adults or peers.
• Children explain their own thinking processes.

Coaching Support
When asked what they found most
helpful about participating in OSTLit,
respondents noted the support they
received from coaches. Interviewees
mentioned that they particularly appreciated the program tools coaches provided—games, websites, and apps that
were specific to literacy development
and could be readily implemented. One
interviewee remarked that her program
benefited from integrating new activities suggested by coaches into existing
program activities, both those that were
specifically literacy-based and those
that were not. Interviewees acknowledged that coaches helped them develop a robust program whose variety of
activities encouraged child attendance
and engagement. One interviewee
commented:
That was the most surprising, that
some kids wanted to come…. They
heard how great it was because …
sometimes, like, “It’s boring, we
have to read.” But when they find
out we do fun activities which are
related to reading.... It was just
amazing.
One participant remarked that use
of the program assessment tool enabled
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program staff to check in and assess the effectiveness
letter. Children then explain how their object relates to
of the program, what they were doing well, and where
the initial object, in the process gaining practice in oral
they could improve.
communication.
Respondents who received information from lead
Interviewees pointed to a number of new activities
staff rather than participating directly in one-on-one
their programs had implemented since participating
coaching noted that staff meetings in which they
in OSTLit, including a writing club, a chess club that
discussed program effectiveness and new ways to
incorporated reading about the history of chess, “chat
incorporate literacy were especially helpful. Those who
and chew” open discussions on topics brought up
did receive individualized coaching acknowledged the
by the children, journaling, use of audiobooks, readresponsiveness and resourcefulness of the literacy
alouds and discussions, a literacy corner, sight-word
coaches. When asked what she particularly appreciated,
games, a word-of-the-day activity, writing of acrostic
one participant said:
poems, and storytelling sessions.
Being able to have our quality
coach, [and other coaches] …
Literacy Across the
having people that are available
Program
Interviewees described a
to … ask questions, give reshift in which their programs Interviewees described a shift
sources, give tools … and reach
in which their programs incorincorporated literacy in all
back to me quickly … saying,
porated literacy in all aspects of
aspects
of
programming—
“Hey, I have some things that
programming—not just Engmay work for you.”
lish or literacy blocks but also
not just English or literacy
blocks but also math, art, and math, art, and physical activity
Activity Expansion
sessions. They also mentioned
physical
activity
sessions.
Interviewees identified numerous
an increase in intentional dischanges their programs made to
cussions among staff about
activities as a result of the OSTLit
implementation of literacy skill
initiative. New activity suggestions came from
building. One participant commented:
conversations with coaches, the literacy training,
It’s a more conscious topic, and it was something
or CoP discussions with leaders and staff from other
like, “Okay, yeah, we obviously wanted to talk
participating programs. Interviewees referenced the use
about literacy and have literacy in our
of specific apps and websites to support literacy skill
programming,” but it’s more of a conscious effort.
building. For example, they used Kahoot, a game-based
I think it’s a bigger deal. You see how beneficial it
learning platform, to check children’s comprehension
is, and then how can we improve it and how we
of literacy content and to collect data that could
can grow it more.
be used informally to demonstrate progress. Some
used GoNoodle, a mindfulness and yoga program, to
Respondents in an arts-focused program menincorporate literacy into movement. Staff used i-Ready,
tioned using the “popcorn” reading style when reading
a literacy program, to encourage children to develop
instructions for projects. In this style, one child starts
literacy skills independently. One participant explained
reading aloud and then chooses another child to conthe use of i-Ready, saying:
tinue. This activity engages the whole class in reading
[Children] can work on their own to increase their
aloud. A yoga instructor noted that she used GoNoodle
own reading … because even though you may be
to teach children yoga vocabulary and the meaning of
teaching a certain grade, a lot of kids are not
the words and moves. She also mentioned playing a
[functioning] on the same grade level. So it’s good
movement and literacy “Would you rather?” game in
to help … to get them onto the grade level or have
which children read the names of two different yoga
them improve.
moves and choose which one to perform. These interviewees said that incorporating literacy into art and
Multiple interviewees from different programs
yoga was new for their programs.
mentioned the use of literacy scavenger hunts, in which
Some interviewees identified real-life applications
the staff facilitator chooses an object and children need
for literacy skills, such as encouraging children to read
to find a related object whose name starts with the same
labels and advertisements critically and to question
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sales and social media messages. One staff member
recalled collaborating with program participants to
rewrite a popular story in a number of different ways,
based on their interests. Some children transformed
the story into a play. Others rewrote the story using
modern themes and terms, provided a synopsis,
developed a storyboard, or created a musical rap. The
wide variety of options allowed participants to pursue
their interests while refining their literacy skills.

Benefits of the Community of Practice

Six of the interviewees participated in the CoP webinars.
They noted that the webinars centered on program
components that support literacy skill building. All six
referenced the most recent CoP topic, trauma-informed
practices, throughout their interviews. All six found
the CoPs helpful for enhancing programming. They
suggested that the usefulness of CoPs extended beyond
content to encompass the opportunity to collaborate
with other OST providers and to share what was
Responsiveness to Participants’
working well and where they were struggling. One
Literacy Interests
interviewee shared:
Another key shift for staff involved the way they
I think outside of some of the literacy components
thought about children’s input and autonomy in literacy
that we use … it was interesting to be able to be in
skill-building activities. Before OSTLit, they said, they
a space with other providers and … share what
typically chose the books the children would read and
things have been working. And we as a collective
the related activities in which they would participate.
have been able to share not only with just coaches,
Some interviewees reflected on the realization that
but with each other about different components,
children need to have choice in and control over their
different things that work…. I think any space that
literacy activities. Increasing children’s choice and
allows for truthful and honest engagement with
control led some programs to a shift in the types of
others is definitely needed, especially in these
books they collect. One respondent
times…. It’s definitely easy to
said that children asked for books
… get caught up in your own
Interviewees expressed
that were more “relatable.” In
bubble and your own space,
appreciation for the
response, program staff incorporated
but those communities of pracopportunities in CoP
more representative books into
tice allowed you to be around
the collection. This interviewee
like-minded individuals who
meetings to discuss
commented:
are working to build programchallenges associated with
ming … for the young people
Staff noticed that they were
virtual programming, such as of this city.
reading books that these kids …
low attendance, low child
don’t relate to. And then, when
Interviewees expressed apwe provided them with books
engagement, and child
preciation
for the opportunithat did relate more to them,
Zoom burnout.
ties in CoP meetings to discuss
they … could see themselves in
challenges associated with virthat book and those experiences.
tual programming, such as low attendance, low child
They were actually more intrigued in reading than
engagement, and child Zoom burnout. They said that
they were previously. Reading wasn’t such a task—
sharing their struggles and hearing that other promore as an enjoyment. It didn’t feel like school to
grams are experiencing similar problems with virtual
them.
programming helped them feel less alone. One participant said:
Several interviewees also noted that, before
I like when the other organizations are present,
participating in the OSTLit initiative, they tended
because then you get to hear some of the issues
to have children read independently and then
they are facing, and it leaves you feeling like you’re
demonstrate their understanding by completing
not alone. The other organizations, too, they’re
worksheets. Following OSTLit training and coaching,
struggling with attendance, and they’re struggling
these same staff members said they made a conscious
with trying to pivot and do things differently in
effort to engage in read-alouds with the entire class.
light of what’s happening.
They then facilitated discussions, using open-ended
questions and reflection to assess understanding, spark
Three of the six interviewees who participated in
collaboration, and enable children to share their ideas.
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the CoP sessions elaborated on how they had used what
they learned in their programming. Interviewees cited
specific examples from the CoP sessions of guidance
on building culturally relevant programming. One
participant shared:
[The community of practice] felt very tangible,
and I think that’s the most helpful thing for me
personally, moving into the virtual setting—is
actual things rather than ideas, actual things that
we can do in a virtual setting that will be culturally
relevant to our young people.

Training Impacts
Interviewees commented that the literacy training was
helpful in several ways. Staff reported that they learned
to be more flexible in their thinking. The training gave
them the ability to help children go deeper into their
learning and understanding of activity materials. The
discussions on how to infuse literacy into existing
programming and the opportunity to share what was
and was not working helped them to keep literacy as a
focus in their programs.
I think there has been a larger focus on not just the
activities that we do, but how we actually go about
delivering the activities.
We have weekly meetings geared towards programming … How … can we infuse literacy into
programming we already have without taking stuff
away and just improving it? … I think that was the
biggest change.
Content from the literacy training helped
respondents think outside the box and see literacy
opportunities outside of books. Respondents said
the trainings helped them to make changes in how
they deliver the material, keeping it fresh and fun for
program participants.
I didn’t know that … literacy can be found in so
many ways, and I was very single-track minded,
only reading a book or only writing. I didn’t know
that you could find literacy moments in almost everything. So that was a change for me that was different.
Not all staff remembered the program observations
that were conducted at the beginning of the study;
some had been hired after the observations took
place. Interviewees who did remember commented on
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how the program observation and the feedback they
received helped them change their delivery of program
material, not only to meet best practice goals, but also
to increase children’s understanding of the material.
Some said that they found the feedback helpful in
identifying different ways to reach more children.
I’m into and truly [appreciate] constructive
criticism of how I can get to all of my children, not
just some of them…. It’s hard for me to observe
when I’m doing the act of teaching…. But …
someone sitting in the back of the room observing
and noticing all these kids were not involved …
helps me to help them get on board.

Remote Learning Challenges
Nearly every interviewee identified benefits to literacy
programming and program quality improvement
associated with participating in the OSTLit initiative.
However, the COVID-19 pandemic and the associated
challenges of remote learning often limited progress.
One interviewee explained:
[Our program] is at a really vulnerable spot right
now with this virtual programming. Not only is it
hard to implement these wonderful things that the
literacy programming has presented to us, but it’s
also hard to maintain our children’s attention with
the virtual learning.… Some days I’ll log on and I
won’t see any of my kids at all. It’s depending on
the day, it’s depending on the weather, it’s
depending on how they’re feeling.
Another participant from the same program
mentioned that, during the pandemic and virtual
programming, program staff shifted their focus to
forming and maintaining relationships with children
and families. One participant remarked:
Right now, it’s been more about maintaining
relationships with children and connecting with
families…. We reach out to families every week.
That’s something that I’ve not been asked to do in
the past much at all.
Three interviewees said that, although the literacy
coaching was important and they wanted to implement
the activities and skills they had acquired, low
attendance and engagement in virtual programming
stood in their way.
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Staff Confidence in Delivering Literacy
Skill-Building Activities

Interviews with program staff suggest that coaching
and training interventions are associated with:
All interviewees reported that their confidence in de• Expanded staff understanding of how to infuse litlivering literacy skill-building activities had improved,
eracy into all program activities, not just English lanbut they gave different reasons. Some reported that
guage arts
they were more comfortable asking questions and en• Increased discussion of literacy skill building at staff
gaging children in more open discussions. Others said
meetings
that they had a deeper understanding of how to incor• Increased staff confidence and intentionality in deporate literacy into programming and had found a new
livering literacy activities
level of excitement about researching new resources.
• More real-life applications of literacy skills, such as
Several respondents used ideas from the training to regroup reading of instructions and interpretation of
develop their lesson plans.
advertisements or news articles
This program has given me a couple of new ideas,
• More attention to children’s choices and selection of
different perspectives and different ways of
more culturally diverse and representative materials
engaging the kids. So, yes, it gave me confidence as
for reading and discussion
far as that, coming up with new ideas.
• Increased participant engagement with and enjoyment of reading content
Doing the training and hav• Staff desire for ongoing support
ing monthly meetings—it
for literacy skill building and
was great to see that we were
program quality improvement
“And just seeing how we
… doing some of these things
could level up what we were
already. And just seeing how
In the 2021–2022 program
already
doing,
coupled
with
a
we could level up what we
year, researchers are continuing to
lot of resources, made me
were already doing, coupled
investigate the impact of ongoing
with a lot of resources, made
coaching and training along
more confident in knowing
me more confident in knowthat I could deliver quality to with participation in CoPs. They
ing that I could deliver qualiwill track whether changes in
our children.”
ty to our children.
practice persist over time, given
staff turnover and the challenges
It definitely has increased my
programs manage in meeting
confidence in my excitement about creating
priorities attached to state and foundation funding.
programming and makes me want to research
These early findings suggest that OSTLit and similar
more and look into what else—what other
interventions can help OST programs to provide highactivities we can do, what other ways we can draw
quality, literacy-rich programming and environments
[children] in, what resources can we get to make
for children.
the programming more accessible to children.
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NEW FROM NIOST

OST Program Strategies to Promote
Literacy Skill-Building
Kathryn A. Wheeler, Georgia Hall, & Neil Naftzger
Research indicates that struggling readers are
more likely than proficient readers to have longterm negative outcomes. Hernandez (2011)
found that children who scored low on literacy
tests in third grade were four times less likely to
finish high school by age 19 than higher-scoring

important role in fostering the development of literacy
skills among children and youth (Rasco et al., 2013).
Research suggests that OST programs can help build
reading skills (Afterschool Alliance, 2015, 2021; Reading Roadmap, 2018) and that summer learning programs can strengthen reading skills in ways that carry
over to school days (McCombs et al., 2020). In fact,
participation even in OST programs that do not specifically focus on literacy development has been associated with improved reading scores (Afterschool Alliance, 2015).

peers.
Poverty and race have a compounding effect: Children who experienced poverty and were not proficient
readers by the end of grade 3 were six times more likely to fail to graduate from high school than proficient
readers. Graduation rates for Black and Hispanic students who were not proficient readers in third grade
lagged far behind those for White students with the
same reading skills (Hernandez, 2011).
Out-of-school time (OST) programs can play an
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Debate about the best way to teach literacy skills
has been vigorous (e.g., Bowers, 2020; Buckingham,
2020). Still, OST programs can help children enhance
and practice their literacy skills in formal and informal
ways that do not require large investments of resources,
planning, or staff training. For example, “light-touch”
literacy practices, such as reading aloud and sustained
silent reading, have been shown to engage children and
foster their love of reading as well as their reading skills
and vocabulary (Wilson-Keenan et al., 2018).
To investigate the variety of literacy skill-building
strategies OST programs use, researchers from the
National Institute on Out-of-School Time (NIOST)
examined the practices of 31 programs in Massachusetts. This exploration was part of a larger four-year
project (2016–2020) with the American Institutes
for Research, in collaboration with the Massachusetts
Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
(MA DESE) and the Minnesota Department of Education, funded by the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation.
This study, Quality to Youth Outcomes, followed two
cohorts of elementary-aged children during two years
of sustained participation in 21st Century Community Learning Center (21st CCLC) programming at 54
centers in Massachusetts and Minnesota to investigate
the relationship between high-quality OST programs
and the development of social-emotional and literacy
skills. Findings from this larger study are under review
and will be reported later in 2022.
Our sub-study focused specifically on literacy
activities. We went beyond the comprehension and
vocabulary skills typically measured by elementaryage reading assessments to incorporate writing and
speaking skills in our investigation. The resulting
compendium of literacy-building strategies can help
OST programs consider how to grow intentionally as
literacy-rich learning environments.

Methods
Researchers examined archival data: four years (FY16
to FY21) of funding requests to MA DESE from 31
Massachusetts 21st CCLC programs serving elementary school children. MA DESE had classified these programs as “exemplary”: They met quality benchmarks
and were mentoring or coaching other OST programs.
Although the application format varied slightly from
year to year, all applicants were required to reflect on
their program goals, their past accomplishments, their
plans to build on prior experience, and their proposed
activities for the upcoming year. Our review of these
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programs’ literacy-building activities thus included
both activities that had previously been executed and
planned activities for the next year. Literacy activities,
though critical, were not the only programming component in the applications. Many programs also offered, for example, STEM, arts, and physical activities.
To find the strategies and instructional practices
these 31 programs used to support literacy-rich environments, we reviewed the section of the applications
that focused on activities the programs proposed to use
to address needs, priorities, and child outcomes for the
coming year. This section required programs to list, in
a table, what activities they proposed to do; what needs
and priorities or outcomes would be addressed; and
whether the activity was new, enhanced, or ongoing.
Activities that specifically targeted “English language
arts” or “ELA” as an outcome were coded thematically
(Braun & Clarke, 2019) using NVivo 11 software.
Next, researchers read each application in full to
look for additional references to strategies to support
literacy development and teach ELA. These strategies
were located in various parts of the application, such as
descriptions of programs run in the past, explanations
of literacy-building strategies used or planned, descriptions of staff professional development, and family engagement plans.
The coding team derived themes and categories inductively and coded some data in multiple categories,
as appropriate. To maximize reliability and validity,
the initial codes were reviewed by two members of the
research team, and consensus on category names was
built through discussion and revision.

Sample
Most (87 percent) of the 31 Massachusetts 21st CCLC
programs were located in urban school districts. Four
of the 31 host schools had been designated as requiring
assistance or intervention from the state based on assessment scores, progress toward improvement goals,
accountability percentiles, and graduation rates.
The average size of the population of host schools
was 595 students. In those schools, English language
learners (ELLs) averaged 21 percent of the population,
students with disabilities 19 percent, and economically disadvantaged students 51 percent. Overall, the
students in the schools were 40 percent White, 38
percent Hispanic, 10 percent Asian, 8 percent African
American, 4 percent multi-race/non-Hispanic, and less
than 1 percent each Hawaiian/Pacific Islander and Native American. On average, these schools had more
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students of color, more ELLs, and more economically
disadvantaged children—but not more students with
special needs—than the Massachusetts average (Massachusetts Department of Education, 2019).
These demographic data come from the host
schools and do not necessarily reflect the participants
in the co-located 21st CCLC programs. The OST programs may have had, for example, more economically
disadvantaged students or special needs students than
their host schools.

1. Direct Literacy Instruction Strategies
The most commonly mentioned strategy for supporting literacy learning was direct instruction to build
foundational reading, writing, and speaking skills.
Engage Children in Speaking or
Performing Publicly

Encouraging children to speak in front of other people,
whether in a formal group presentation or performance
or simply by participating in group discussion, was described by 23 of the 31 programs. Of these, 18 focused
Results
on formal presentations, such as presenting research,
Our study found three main types of strategies the experforming poems and plays, conducting radio or TV
emplary Massachusetts 21st CCLC sites used to pronews broadcasts, speaking in public to advocate for a
mote literacy development:
cause, and telling stories. Preparing for the debut was a
1. Direct literacy instruction strategies offered chilkey part of the experience. Two specific activities from
dren direct instruction and practice in using literapplications are described below.
acy skills. Specifically, children had hands-on opRainforest Adventures. Working in teams with
portunities to speak or perform publicly, read
computer tablets, students research rainforest animals
independently or as a group, write, and get homeand plants, the layers of the rainforest, and the imporwork support.
tance of rainforests. They present the resulting report,
2. Broad literacy strategies engaged children in acwith an accompanying visual component such as a
tivities that were not direct literacy instruction but
shadow box, to their peers.
were broadly tied to literacy skills. For example,
Poetry Slammers. Each week, children review,
children had opportunities to conduct research,
discuss, and practice reading aloud poems from a seanalyze what they read, learn
lected genre, such as acrostic
new vocabulary, make interpoems, diamante poems, haikus,
Each week, children review,
disciplinary connections, and
sonnets, and limericks. Then
discuss, and practice reading children select a favorite piece of
capitalize on strategies known
to promote learning.
aloud poems from a selected poetry, practice it, and perform
3. Contextual supports for litit for their families at a program
genre, such as acrostic
eracy learning fostered effeccelebration.
poems, diamante poems,
tive literacy development by
haikus, sonnets, and
supporting the adults who
Promote Group and
work with children. Programs
Independent Reading
limericks.
provided professional develReading was the second most freopment for OST staff, coordinated with school
quently mentioned literacy-building activity in the apstaff, and involved families in literacy-building acplications. Two-thirds of the programs (22) explicitly
tivities.
described reading as an activity that they had done or
planned do with children, who would either read aloud
Some of these strategies overlap. All are described
in a group or engage in sustained silent reading. Often,
below with examples of activities described in the apreading was described as being embedded in another acplications. Most programs served a range of student
tivity, for example, as the precursor to a STEM, art, thegrade levels (for example, K–5), but few activity deater, or history project. Examples are described below.
scriptions specified what groups of children would be
Running an Animal Shelter. After reading Ann
targeted. Under each of the three broad types of strateMartin’s novel A Dog’s Life, children bring the book to
gies, the specific strategies are listed in order of their
life by visiting a local animal shelter, learning how to
frequency in the applications.
create an animal shelter, and developing a fundraising
plan for a local shelter.
Rube Goldberg. Students read about the many
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talents of Rube Goldberg: cartoonist, author, engineer,
and inventor. After reading about complicated machines that perform simple tasks and watching related
videos, they design and create their own Rube Goldberg machine using everyday items.
Ancient Egypt. Students study ancient Egypt by
reading books about pyramids, mummies, hieroglyphics, and other ancient artifacts. Then they work individually and in teams to craft their own versions of
these artifacts.
Therapy Dogs. Reading aloud to a social-emotional support dog encourages reluctant readers. Students
take 15-minute turns reading to their canine friend.
The goals of this activity are to enhance literacy skills
and attitudes, improve well-being, improve school climate, build a sense of community, and reduce absenteeism.
Encourage Writing

movies. The children write scripts and interview community members. They also read and write about the
city in the past and contrast these stories with life today.
Provide Homework Help

Of the 31 programs, 22 provided intentional homework support. A few specifically targeted literacy development; others described more general homework
support. Some programs provided extra staffing—
school-day teachers or inclusion specialists, or sometimes adult volunteers—to give struggling children
individualized attention. Some program staff checked
in with school-day teachers to find out what they expected and which children needed help. Homework
help was facilitated by providing bilingual staff and by
giving parents information on assisting their children
with homework. We identified three models for homework help from the funding applications.
Homework Time. Students work in small, multiage groups, focusing on reading along with homework
assignments. Skill building for sight words is incorporated, and students help each other to reach benchmarks.
The goal is to teach children how to learn from one another rather than rely on adults to lead all activities.
Tutoring. Academic specialists work in the OST
program for one hour, three days per week, providing
small-group instruction or one-on-one academic support to enable underperforming or at-risk students to
complete homework assignments, master school subjects, and build competence.
Learning Centers. Students get help as needed in doing their homework. Once they finish, they can choose
from a variety of stations that offer activities in math,
reading, expressive writing, sketching, and word puzzles.

Writing activities were described by 21 of the 31 programs. Activities ranged from making a book to writing
a story, play, legend, script, letter, email, book report,
or thank-you card. Students also recorded observation
logs and did research-based writing such as essays or
tourism brochures. Three projects in which writing
plays a role are described below.
The Leadership Club. Students interview community and school leaders, research historical leaders, and
write about what being a leader means to them. The
program partners with a local publisher that helps to
produce a book of the children’s essays, which is presented to families and used for community outreach.
Discovery Club. This project-based learning program tasks students with finding a way to improve the
school climate. The students came up with the idea of
writing a book to welcome new
students. They wrote the text—in
The students came up with
both English and Spanish—illustrated it, and published copies.
the idea of writing a book to
The school principal still gives
welcome new students. They
the book to new kindergartners
wrote the text—in both
and features it at open houses.
English and Spanish—
There’s a Lot to Like About
Our City. Students learn about
illustrated it, and published
their city’s place in the Industrial
copies. The school principal
Revolution and the role of newstill gives the book to new
comers then and now. They take
field trips to local parks and mu- kindergartners and features it
at open houses.
seums and document their visits
with photography, art, and short
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2. Broad Literacy
Strategies
This second category of strategies engaged children in practicing literacy skills; some activities
were explicitly related to literacy
development, while others were
implicitly related.
Engage Children in
Conducting Research

A total of 17 programs described
programs or plans in which children conducted research as a
means of strengthening literacy
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skills. Most programs implied that the research would
be conducted online, although five specifically described having children interview someone.
Liberty and Justice for All. Students research significant figures and events of the Civil Rights Movement, sequence the events in a timeline, discuss the
importance of appreciating individual differences, and
build vocabulary. As a final product, students select
one figure from the Civil Rights Movement to bring to
life in a program showcase.
Biography Buddies. After exploring different
types of biographies, students research a person of
their choice, their “buddy.” They write and decorate
biographical flip books on their person. As a culminating activity, students present five-minute talks on their
buddy and answer questions from the group, thereby
practicing speaking skills as well.

Kickboxing. As they learn and practice kickboxing techniques, students learn three new associated vocabulary words each week. At the end of each session,
children journal their feelings about the kickboxing
workout and then participate in an open discussion on
subjects that come up in their journals.
Women’s Suffrage. Students read about the quest
by women around the world to win the right to vote,
building vocabulary skills in the process. As a final
product, students prepare a news report on a woman
who voted for the first time, including the history of
the movement and challenges facing women voters.
Make Interdisciplinary Connections

Fifteen programs described activities designed to make
explicit links between literacy and other disciplines
such as the arts, math, science, engineering, history,
and physical education. Their goals typically included
Help Children Analyze What They Read or Watch
stimulating learning and promoting children’s engageSixteen of the programs engaged children in some type
ment in and enjoyment of literature while building
of analysis of what they read or watched. Activities in
awareness of the relevance of literacy skills to a broad
this category included analyzing
array of topics and activities.
text, comparing and contrasting,
African Folktales. Students
Sixteen of the programs
exploring themes in books and
explore the connections among
engaged children in some
videos, discussing big ideas and
art, dance, literature, and culture,
essential questions, and connecttype of analysis of what they focusing on Africa and specifically
ing with teen mentors who read
on Cape Verde. They work to unread or watched.
the same book.
derstand African-American hisAuthor Study. Students read
tory and the connections between
aloud several books by a local author who is the son
African and American forms of storytelling and dance.
of an immigrant. They create a class chart, make textFood Adventures. Assisted by staff of a nutrito-self connections, and discuss the author’s viewpoint
tion center, children experiment with new foods and
and characters’ traits. Students simultaneously study
cooking techniques, calculate appropriate portions,
the elements of a good story and make personal conand learn about local food ecosystem producers and
nections to the author.
decomposers. They write about their family food tradiFolk Tales. Students read and compare five vertions, exercise habits, and ideas about sustainable agsions of the Cinderella story from different cultures,
riculture. At the end of the course, they compete in an
listing common elements. As a whole group, the stuIron Chef–style cook-off.
dents create their own Cinderella puppet show, for
CSI. As they work to examine “crime scenes” and
which they design and sew the puppets.
question “suspects,” students use science knowledge
to investigate physical evidence, oral communication
Teach Vocabulary and Facilitate Practice
and collaboration skills to discuss with their groups
Vocabulary building, both learning new words and
what they know and what they need to learn, reading
practicing already-learned words, was mentioned by
skills to decipher written clues, and writing skills to
15 programs as a means to build literacy.
record and analyze evidence in their notebooks. UltiActing Out. Students act out stories, vignettes, and
mately, students get hands-on experience using critical
presentations, learning ways to express themselves artisthinking skills to solve problems.
tically and to take risks in a safe and supportive environFun with Yoga. Students learn and play yoga
ment. They develop ELA skills by memorizing lines, readgames and create yoga poses to words. Students read
ing scripts, improvising, and learning new vocabulary.
books and write stories on their own, and then com-
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municate the content orally to their peers. They learn
how to make reading an interactive activity, which allows them to better understand their books.
Capitalize on Strategies Known to
Promote Learning

improving teaching skills. MA DESE, school districts,
and the programs themselves all provided trainings.
Training topics mentioned in applications included
picture writing, literacy and ELA programs, coding,
and integration of literacy with other disciplines.
Some applications noted that staff appreciated
the exposure to new resources such as printable biographies written at varying grade levels, read-aloud
websites, and writing resources. Staff also enjoyed the
chance to learn new techniques for building literacy
skills, such as use of picture writing, and instructional
suggestions from coaches.

Programs mentioned a variety of other strategies, some
of which were specific to literacy learning. Other strategies fostered learning in general, but applicants recognized that these activities contributed to literacy skillbuilding and motivation.
Promote Reflection. Thirteen program applications named reflection as a technique for enhancing
literacy development and learning in general. One proCoordinate with School Personnel
gram with six sites dedicated the last 15 minutes of
Twenty-two programs aimed to coordinate with school
every class to a reflection discussion. Other programs
personnel so they could reinforce what children were
fostered reflection through journaling or other written
learning during the school day and could meet chilor oral means, including “connection notebooks that
dren’s needs in ways that support positive child growth
travel with a student from class to class.”
and development. Some of these strategies were menUse a Formal Literacy Curriculum. Eight protioned specifically in the context of teaching literacy;
grams used published curricula to teach literacy; some
many were not, but appeared to be likely to improve
of these were technology-based literacy skill-building
learning and literacy practices. Strategies included
programs.
working with school staff to identify and recruit stuSet Up Peer and Cross-Age Mentoring. Six prodents who would benefit most from the program; hirgrams described the use of some type of mentoring.
ing school staff to work in or with the OST program;
One engaged the oldest chilsharing data on student needs
dren, fourth and fifth graders, in
and outcomes; working together
Six programs described the
helping kindergartners and first
to develop and implement conuse of some type of
graders with math and reading.
sistent strategies for meeting the
mentoring. One engaged the needs of individual children;
Another connected program participants with college students to
aligning priorities and strategies;
oldest children, fourth and
discuss books. Yet another had
linking curricular themes and
fifth graders, in helping
children write letters to students
strategies; coordinating homekindergartners and first
at a local college; this pen-pal
work help; and attending one angraders
with
math
and
connection culminated in a faceother’s professional development
reading.
to-face meeting. High school stutrainings.
dents also came into this program
Shared Pedagogy. After beto reinforce the importance of atcoming aware that many aftertendance and effort.
school staff were not familiar with the reading and
writing methodologies used by the school district, one
3. Contextual Supports for
program is working with the city’s literacy coach to
Literacy Learning
develop guides that explicitly outline these methodThe third set of strategies focus on the experiences and
ologies. Site-based trainings for all OST staff are also
preparation of activity leaders and other adults.
planned.
Connection to Academics. One program that inOffer Formal, Structured Staff Development
cludes school staff carefully connects OST projects and
Of the 31 sites, 22 described professional development
activities to the academics taught during the school
forums in which their staff participated; some were deday. The OST project-based, service, and experiential
signed specifically to enhance skills in fostering literacy
learning opportunities build on the academic skills
development, others were more generally focused on
students learn in school.
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Engage Families in Literacy-Building Activities

Implications and Conclusions

Fifteen programs mentioned activities to raise awareFunding application documents described the activiness among families of the importance of literacy
ties OST programs implemented to support children’s
building and to engage families in developing their
development of literacy skills. Throughout the docuchildren’s literacy. For example, some programs invitments reviewed, direct literacy instruction was paired
ed families to program events or exhibitions of student
with activities and games that provided opportunities
work such as readers theater presentations. One proto practice literacy skills in fun, creative ways. Many
gram invited family members to volunteer as reading
of these activities would not be as likely to occur durpartners. Some encouraged parents to read with their
ing the school day. In their applications, program leadchildren and either gave them appropriate books for a
ers noted that supporting children to develop literacy
home library or suggested visiting the public library.
skills is not enough; contextual supports are also needOthers had children interview family members for
ed. Adults who facilitate learning activities need supprojects involving, for example,
port, training, and time for planlocal history, family trees, family
ning and coordinating.
recipes, or cultural backgrounds. Others had children interview
The activities we identified
A few promoted websites where
come from a sample of OST profamily members for projects
children could practice literacy
grams located in Massachusetts
involving, for example, local
skills.
that, as 21st CCLC programs, are
history,
family
trees,
family
Many applicants emphamandated to provide academic
sized the importance of creating
enrichment to students who atrecipes, or cultural
a program environment that feels
tend high-poverty and low-perbackgrounds.
welcoming and culturally relforming schools. All programs in
evant to families. They described
the sample were designated by
the significance of having bilinMA DESE as exemplary. It is not
gual staff and translating all materials that are sent
possible to know whether or how the strategies these
home. To reach all families, some programs work with
programs use would be relevant or useful to programs
their school’s family engagement director, a couple
that are located elsewhere, that serve different popuhave hired an OST family liaison or family engagelations of students, that have other priorities, or that
ment director, and one created a volunteer family lioperate at a different level of quality. Furthermore, the
aison position. Because 21st CCLCs focus on serving
programming and activity data were all self-reported.
low-income students, working with underperforming
Despite these limitations, our review of program
schools, and engaging families, they may be especialfunding applications revealed a plethora of activities
ly well positioned to address equity issues in literacy
that can involve children in literacy skill building and
skill-building.
interactive experiences in a supportive OST environLiteracy Night. Families read stories aloud to chilment. We noted seven themes that OST programs may
dren, act out the stories with their children, and parconsider when striving to foster literacy development:
ticipate in a family spelling bee. Families are invited
1. Programs should foster writing and speaking skills
to join program story time sessions and to read to the
as well as reading skills.
younger program participants.
2. Although children need structured literacy inFamily Forum, Showcase, and Dinner. This event
struction, they also benefit from creative games
combines an educational session for parents on the
and project-based learning that can make learning
power of storytelling with craft activities for children,
literacy more fun and less intimidating.
a student exhibit of work completed during the se3. Using a variety of approaches helps programs meet
mester, and a traditional family-style Caribbean meal
children’s diverse needs and accommodate a variprepared by community members. During dinner, the
ety of learning styles.
student theater group performs the play on which the
4. To stimulate interest and motivation, programs
group has worked all semester. Spanish interpreters
can implement culturally responsive practices and
enable Hispanic families to participate fully.
prioritize youth choice in the selection of reading,
writing, and speaking content as well as presentation medium.
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5.
6.
7.

Literacy can be woven into almost any type of OST
program activity.
Literacy learning doesn’t need to be a solitary activity.
School-day educators and families are key partners
in teaching literacy skills.

One avenue for future research would be to investigate how operationalizing these themes or implementing the strategies the Massachusetts 21st CCLC
programs described affects children’s literacy skills or
attitudes. In the meantime, we hope that OST programs nationwide find some of these activities helpful
in planning their own literacy-building strategies.
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VOICES FROM THE FIELD

Partnering for Literacy Impact
Susan Matloff-Nieves & Rebecca Wallace-Segall
All young people have stories to tell. Yet when
children and teens declare that they hate writing or are too embarrassed to admit they like it,

American right. The reasons are complex and systemic, and the resulting reluctance to read and write during free time further widens the skills gap.
The good news: taking on this challenge can be
life-changing for all involved.

elevating their voices becomes challenging. It is
urgent that educators, policy makers, youth development workers and leaders, and philanthropists work together to find a way.
In 2018, only 36 percent of black middle schoolers and 38 percent of Latinx middle schoolers in New
York City were proficient in English language arts,
compared to 74 percent of White middle schoolers
(Domanico, 2018). Since then, the achievement gap
has deepened nationwide, particularly during the
COVID-19 pandemic (Department of Education Office
of Civil Rights, 2021). In the land of free speech, far
too many lack the skill to exercise that basic, human,

Voices from the Field essays are not peer reviewed.
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Our story shows how two nonprofits with distinct
but overlapping missions partnered to better address
the literacy needs of our city’s youth. We brought to the
partnership a shared vision and radical empathy for the
other. We had the support of a steadfast funder. Marrying each organization’s reach and expertise, both organizations improved. More importantly, our partnership
empowered young people to find joy and fulfillment
in writing.

fered to Goddard participants but feared that her staff
would reject the idea that their participants would want
to write as part of an afterschool program. Our willingness to take a risk to trust each other called upon the
same resilience we were expecting of young people.
We ask program participants to trust both our staff and
their own abilities so they can push themselves to engage in writing. We decided to trust each other, our
staffs, and the abilities of both nonprofits.
Goddard Riverside brought to the partnership a
Taking a Risk
multi-decade history of youth work and embeddedIn Emergent Strategy, adrienne maree brown (2017)
ness in the community. Writopia Lab brought a socialchallenges people to create, on the smallest level, what
emotional approach to teaching writing that had, for
they wish to see in the larger society. For us, that meant
more than a decade, transformed thousands of reluctaking the risk to trust each other so we could build
tant writers into enthusiastic ones. Both organizations
robust, far-reaching youth literacy programming—tobrought a culture of inquiry for program improvement.
gether.
Writopia Lab was already running writing workshops
Goddard Riverside, where Susan is deputy execuat several Goddard sites; nearly 30 participants had
tive director, is a large, holistic, multiservice agency
been ignited by a love of writing anything from short
with decades of broad and deep reach into understories and graphic novels to college essays.
served communities of the Upper West Side of ManhatBut we and our funding partner knew we could go
tan. Writopia Lab, Rebecca’s organization, is a creative
both deeper and broader. If we strengthened the prinwriting youth development nonprofit based in several
ciples and goals of our partnership and worked to codlarge cities nationwide including New York. Beginning
ify, replicate, and evaluate the partnership model, we
in 2016, a shared funder, the Pinkerton Foundation,
could institutionalize the model to further develop a
brought us together to explore ways we could partpositive literacy culture in the Goddard Riverside afterner for greater impact. Our program officer, Erickson
school programs. We hoped that, ultimately, this model
Blakney, noted the synergy between our organizations.
could influence the whole youth development field.
He encouraged us to look at ways to support each
Hence, the Positive Literacy Collaborative was
other’s work by leveraging our separate strengths and
born. We use the word collaborative intentionally as
collaborating more closely. Motidefined by a Harvard and Tufts
vated by a trust in our expertise
research team: “Compared to coand vision and a belief in giving
operation and coordination, colThat was exactly what we
space to changemakers to take
laboration is less transactional
risks in order to pursue change,
and more transformational” (Sawanted: to transcend the
the foundation allowed us, from
mali et al., 2016). That was exactbusiness-like relationships
that point onward, to develop and
ly what we wanted: to transcend
that typically define
modify our own plan.
the business-like relationships
partnerships
to
move
into
We were thrilled to have this
that typically define partnerships
opportunity. But fear also crept in.
to move into the realm of wholethe realm of wholehearted
Each organization would need to
hearted connection to each othconnection to each other,
make space for the other’s unique
er, our teams, and the youth we
our teams, and the youth
set of concerns. Learning requires
serve. Brené Brown’s (2013) work
we serve.
vulnerability—an openness to
on vulnerability applies to every
missteps, an acknowledgment
moment of our work together. By
that we have room to grow. As the
seeking each other out as partleader of Writopia Lab, Rebecca
ners, we each acknowledge both
feared that Susan or her team might feel imposed upon
our own limited scope as just one person and our orgaby the funder and resent the partnership. Meanwhile,
nization’s limited scope as just one organization workSusan was grateful for the resources Writopia Lab ofing to transform young people’s lives.
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Our partnership evolved over the years. In the earliest iteration, Writopia ran weekly programs at Goddard sites throughout the school year, meeting with
about 10 children per group, once per week, for 1.5
hours at a time. Instructors inspired writers with openended, original writing games and prompts. Ultimately
they helped writers articulate and meet their own writing goals, like completing a short story or creating a
graphic novel. In years 2 and 3, Writopia staff worked
with Goddard leaders to identify which line staffers
would serve as the best literacy mentors to work side
by side with Writopia staff. Then, from 2019 to 2022,
with support from the Pinkerton Foundation, Goddard Riverside and Writopia took the partnership to
the next level. We jointly hired a Writopia-trained staff
member to embed in afterschool programs while meeting periodically as senior leaders to begin the process
of articulating and defining best practices.
The potential impact of our partnership was more
important than the vulnerabilities it brought to light.
For decades, we both served on the front lines in battling the literacy crisis in our community. We needed
to join forces to tackle the crisis together to increase
our efficiency, effectiveness, and impact. Together, we
could reach more children, create new pathways for
them, and share our stories with those who can expand the work further. We also would enjoy having a
partner with whom we could witness the meaningfulness of the work.

What the Partners Brought
The prior experience that Goddard Riverside and Writopia Lab brought, along with our openness to learning
from each other, set the partnership up for success in
fostering literacy among program participants.

Goddard Riverside’s Culture of Literacy
and Learning
Goddard Riverside has long worked to embed a literacy
culture into youth programming. As Roy Baptiste, afterschool director, constantly points out, one key role of
youth programs in promoting literacy is to foster a love
of reading. Years ago, Goddard participated in a library
development and literacy support project funded by a
local foundation. Regular meetings with staff from other programs interested in developing their literacy programs, facilitated by an experienced educator, helped
staff to become comfortable leading literacy activities
with children. Staff at one Goddard site embraced a
program that trained them to run engaging book clubs.
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They are adept at leading shared reading with discussion and regularly explore themes related to social
justice. Staff also draw connections between popular
culture and literature—for instance, comparing Marvel
movies with Madeleine L’Engle’s classic science fiction
novel A Wrinkle in Time. Reading in groups fosters peer
support and reinforces a pro-literacy culture.
For children who struggle with reading and writing, Goddard sites offer targeted tutoring supervised by
a reading specialist and implemented with the help of
volunteers recruited from local schools and the community. Some children and tutors create bonds that
last for years. These and other interactions have taught
Susan and her staff that relationships are a key strategy
for developing a love of language. Feeling close to a
caring adult and friendly peers enhances and reinforces
the experience of reading and writing. Reading groups
tie the power of literacy to the relationships fostered by
the afterschool community.
A core principle of a culture of literacy is giving
children access to an ample supply of varied and engaging literature. Every Goddard site has a circulating
library. In addition to the library development grant
mentioned above, Goddard has benefited from longstanding relationships with the publishing industry. An
annual book fair, which offers books donated by publishers for sale at half price to the public, raises money
for Goddard programs. This major local event attracts a
wide variety of shoppers, from wealthy residents to clients of the agency who pull quarters from their pockets
to pay for books. Leftover items are distributed to sites
to refresh their libraries or are given to participants for
home libraries.
Through these efforts, Susan and her team found
that, although some staff were comfortable with literacy activities, others brought negative past experiences
with formal schooling and anxiety about their capabilities. The literacy and book club staff development
programs have helped, establishing a staff culture of
learning and inquiry. To reach the next level, Goddard
Riverside needed a partner like Writopia Lab.

Writopia Lab’s Culture of Joy
According to Graham and Perin (2007), writing makes
better readers—and thinkers and learners. Writopia
Lab’s own data bear out this idea. In one recent survey,
90 percent of parents of self-identified reluctant writers at Writopia Lab reported that their children became
more engaged in both writing and reading by the program’s end.
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Writopia Lab partners with local communitytions, productions, and publishing parties. Writopia
based organizations and schools to bring its model of
staff collaborate with Goddard program staff to encourprocess-oriented writing labs to children and youth of
age attendance at these events by the largest possible
all ages. The program inspires participants as both conaudience. Younger participants witness literary starsumers and creators of language. Children and teens
dom and ask to take part the following year.
cheer as their instructors enter classrooms. Writopia’s
When the focus rests on process rather than prodmission is “to foster joy, literacy, and critical thinking
uct, the joy of writing lends itself to improvement of
in all youth through creative writing workshops.” Note
both social-emotional and literacy skills. In 2019, Writhat joy comes first. In the current historically and cultopia Lab measured the impact of its work in a Title I
turally fraught literacy sphere, Writopia Lab contends
school in the Bronx. Students—particularly those with
that transformative impact can occur only when parthe highest needs—showed remarkable gains across
ticipants are galvanized by the pursuit of happiness
the board: 97 percent improved in one or more of these
(Sheeler, 2021). Indeed, there is a well-established link
social-emotional skills: positive identity, self-managebetween joyful play and academic and social-emotionment, academic self-efficacy, social skills, and social
al growth (Fisher et al., 2013).
capital. A study of literacy impacts conducted by the
The joy-based training model has three basic teColumbia University School of Social Work (Arduini
nets: role modeling, critical affirmations, and public
et al., 2019) found that Writopia Lab’s creative writing
celebration. First, Writopia instructors lead staff on a
workshops had strong literacy impact on 22 students
journey to finding their own voices through a series
at a Title I school in Harlem. Students improved subof writing games and exercises.
stantially in every single ComThese training workshops aim
mon Core category, from control
both to bring joy to staff and to
of conventions to syntax and coOnly
when
the
adults
in
the
prepare them to support the esherence (Arduini et al., 2019).
tablishment of a positive literacy room harbor positive feelings
Anecdotally, Writopia Lab
culture at their sites.
staff
have seen how their work
about writing can they begin
Only when the adults in the
transforms lives. A family court
the work with youth.
room harbor positive feelings
employee shared a story about an
about writing can they begin the
adjudicated teen in a residential
work with youth. The next step
treatment facility who participatin Writopia’s method calls for the
ed in a Writopia workshop. When
trained program staff and Writopia writing instrucasked by the judge what progress he had made, the
tors to co-facilitate workshops. These facilitators have
teen said that he had written a play exploring family
learned to celebrate self-expression from the very first
and addiction that was selected for production by Wririsk a student takes by, for example, laughing easily
topia’s Worldwide Play Festival, an annual festival of
and openly in response to all text that is meant to be
professional productions of youths’ works. The judge,
funny or letting themselves be deeply moved by rivetwho was described by a clerk as typically stern, became
ing personal writing. Writopia trains staff to give congenuinely happy. Similarly, in work with Homes for the
structive feedback only after writers are sitting firmly
Homeless, Writopia Lab staff overcame youth particiin their work. On the first day of workshop, youths
pants’ initial reticence, transforming their site into a
engage in playful collaborative story writing exercises
creative, voice-affirming space peppered with regular
or “games,” followed by instructive, individualized
literary presentations, play productions, and publishexercises that culminate in the establishment of shorting parties. Time and time again, Writopia staff have
term and long-term writing goals. Instructors check in
seen tweens and teens grow in their self-esteem, interwith each writer during each session about their goals,
personal relationships, preparedness for high school,
offering specific, student-centered guidance on moving
and literacy skills.
forward toward each goal incrementally. For the program staff, working with a partner boosts confidence
Making Writing Cool
and energy from a skilled role model.
Rebecca and her Writopia team entered Goddard’s
Ultimately, the Writopia Lab model turns writers
spaces in 2016 poised to show Goddard’s young readinto rock stars by putting them on stage in presentaers that they are also young writers, filled with many
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stories. We wanted to offer both staff and participants
around writing, the group immediately began sharing
who felt resistant to literacy, and particularly to writinspiring stories, each participant beaming or laughing, another way in. We were obsessed with this idea:
ing as they remembered their valedictorian speech or a
How can we make writing cool? From Writopia Lab’s
rant-y poem series they wrote after a breakup. Writopia
perspective, the answer is simple: through intentional
Lab finds, time and time again, that nearly everyone
role modeling, critical affirmation, and public celebrahas a story of this kind to share, no matter their acation. The principles are simple, but the execution is
demic experience or level. After sharing the positive
demanding.
stories, participants were invited to share stories of
Initially, as Susan predicted, some Goddard staff
pain regarding writing. These training spaces are filled
were hesitant. “Our children aren’t interested in more
with empathic listeners, modeled by Writopia staff.
writing. They already do so much for school and won’t
The tone was set, and the staff participants were
want to do it,” one staffer shared. Many of these staff
poised to take a risk by trying some reflective or cremembers carried their own trauma related to writing
ative writing. Within 20 minutes, they were sharing
and wanted to protect their kids from negative experitheir short writing bursts with the group, and their
ences. Both partners knew that many staff and participeers were responding with gasps and snaps. Through
pants had been devastated by teachers’ red pens and eye
ongoing writing workshops with Goddard staff, Writorolls conveying the message that the English of their
pia has addressed both the creation of positive culture
homes was bad English. Teachers of children for whom
and the strengthening of individual identity that are inEnglish is a second language often focus on the deficits
tegral to its strategy for tackling the literacy challenge.
of their English mastery rather than on their remarkable ability to tell their stories in two languages. Both
Finding Credible Messengers
partners also brought to the work an understanding
Finding champions at Goddard who were unafraid of
that some staff and participants likely had undiagnosed
writing and could model enthusiasm for it was key.
learning disabilities. These barriers could be overcome
Recognizing that leaders emerge from all levels of an
with the useful strategies Writopia had to offer.
organization, Susan and her team identified two. The
Overcoming past negative experiences with litfirst was a site program director who loved writing and
eracy requires addressing both organizational culture
embraced opportunities to create a rich literacy enviand individual identity. Goddard Riverside drew upon
ronment through staff development.
past positive history with organiThe other was Walter, a colzational learning and placed its
lege student who worked in the
The initial resistance to
most enthusiastic and charismatic
afterschool program as a group
writing programs was a
staff on the initiative. The initial
leader. Having excelled at giving
formidable barrier, but
resistance to writing programs
his group a safe environment,
was a formidable barrier, but WriWritopia staff members have help with homework, and opportopia staff members have worked
tunities for engagement and supworked for over a decade
for over a decade with both young
port, he was ready for a challenge.
with both young people and
people and adults who have expeHis confidence in his own literacy
adults who have experienced skills was reinforced by his posirienced trauma around writing.
At the first meeting with
tive experience with higher edutrauma around writing.
about 15 Goddard staff members,
cation and by strongly supportive
Writopia Lab’s trainers situated
home and work environments.
everyone in a circle and started the session by turnWhile he had not previously been exposed to Writopia
ing a typically anxious conversation about the idea of
Lab workshops, he embraced the opportunity to train
writing on its head. They asked staffers to share a time
with Writopia Lab specialists. The Writopia practicewhen writing served as a powerful tool in their lives.
what-you-preach framework encourages instructors to
“You can share anything from a time you used writing
engage in Writopia instructional methods as students
to get out your feelings and rant, or a time you wrote
before integrating these methods into their teaching
an effective email, or a poem, a school paper, a short
practice. So Walter reflected, imagined, and wrote with
story, anything,” they said. Despite the many negathe Writopia Lab team before he set out to bring his
tive experiences the Goddard staff members had had
extended skill set to the children and teens at God-
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dard with Writopia staff. Walter’s self-confidence and
gregarious warmth were elements of his program leadership that inspired staff and youth interest. In order
to encourage enrollment, the Goddard site slotted the
writing group into a choice activity rotation that was
already on the schedule, with one group for elementary
children and middle schoolers and a separate program
in which high school seniors could work on their college essays.
As a result of the integration into the programming
schedule, Walter’s enthusiasm, and the structured support of Writopia Lab, groups of children and teens engaged willingly in their workshops. Walter’s openness
to creative challenge served as a model for the children,
and the joy he emanated reinforced writing as joyous
exploration of self-expression.
As the first year came to an end, we began to see
the same impact Writopia workshops had fostered at
other program sites. In year 2, we imagined together
ways to bring lasting change. “Can we hang photographs of kids in the act of writing on the walls?” Rebecca asked Susan. Soon we were planning an array
of pro-literacy decorations to line the walls of writing
rooms at Goddard sites. Susan’s staff made space for
the posters and asked for images that would reflect the
multigenerational nature of their programming. Writopia provided images of children and young adults reading their works that appealed to multiple age groups
and populations.
In 2019, our three-year funding cycle was coming
to an end. We saw the timeline as an opportunity to
reflect and redesign the initiative with programmatic
sustainability and sector-wide impact in mind.

Finding the Right Staff

We designed the Positive Literacy Collaborative to allow us to embed a Writopia instructor into the Goddard
staffing structure. In order to create program-wide momentum toward a positive writing culture, we invited
all Goddard line staffers, program managers, and program directors to train in the Writopia method if they
chose. The ongoing presence of a shared staff member, fully supported by a leadership team that deeply
understood the needs, philosophy, and goals of both
organizations, would firmly embed the literacy culture
and Writopia practices in Goddard programs. We sent
in our grant application and then embraced our wonderings and worries about what we hoped was to come.
The vision was exciting to both of us. But, in all
honesty, the idea of finding one instructor who met
all of both organizations’ criteria seemed idealistic, if
not naive. Could we find an instructor who could meet
the needs of children and teens who had painful as
sociations with writing? Would they have the expertise required of a high-level, authentic creative writing
instructor? Would we be able to communicate with
enough clarity so that they wouldn’t get hopelessly lost
navigating the instructions of both institutions? As was
the case with the entry into the first Goddard site, finding the right champion was key.
Writopia staff shared their standard job listing and
approach for hiring writing instructors with Goddard’s
hiring team, including the values and traits they look
for when hiring. Goddard launched the search and
conducted the first interviews; Writopia conducted the
last interviews.
Together our two organizations decided on the final hire: the fabulous Jane Y. Where other people might
Building a Positive Culture
have been put off by the complex vision of the program,
So came phase 2. Just as the previous funding cycle
Jane loved the notion of working with—and learning
ended, Goddard and Writopia won additional Pinkerfrom—both organizations in support of the underton funding to further develop and share our work
served youth who attend Goddard’s programs. She was
throughout the youth development sector. For the next
a produced playwright and a highly experienced teachthree years we added three eleing artist in low-income commuments to our funded partnership:
nities. Jane was our magical perThe vision was exciting to
an embedded Writopia staffer
son, combining writing expertise
into the Goddard staff; a cross- both of us. But, in all honesty, with knowledge of young people.
organizational teen internship
Now she would be trained at Writhe idea of finding one
program; and a chance to take the
topia and then teach at Goddard
instructor who met all of
time to reflect, write, and submit
for the entire school year.
both
organizations’
criteria
our work to journals and conferseemed idealistic,
ences.

if not naive.
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Strengthening Culture and
Identity Despite Adversity
The first year of Jane’s tenure was a fabulous practice
round, as Jane joyfully and thoughtfully navigated both
organizations. Little did we know what we were preparing for: the COVID-19 pandemic. Many of Writopia
Lab’s partner programs stopped their literacy endeavors in the face of profound health and economic crises,
but Goddard Riverside continued its program through
the 2019–2020 and 2020–2021 school years. Having
an embedded Writopia staff member made it easier for
Goddard Riverside to respond to local emergencies
and keep the essential pieces of literacy programming
together—without having to spend time communicating, planning, and staffing with a partner organization.
During lockdown, Jane was able to seamlessly move to
the online space to conduct writing workshops with
our city’s most vulnerable youth, participating in team
meetings with the Goddard program staff. As in-person
activities resumed with COVID restrictions, her status
as a member of the Goddard staff ensured her continuing presence.
One child who benefited was eight-year-old “Alicia.” As a child with special needs, Alicia lost most of
her services during lockdown; she had only about an
hour of online school per day. “I’m scared of her joining a writing workshop,” her mother whispered to Rebecca over the phone. “She was behind a year in writing at the onset of the pandemic, and she rarely speaks
to anyone besides her family ... and now it’s all gotten worse.” Rebecca promised her that Jane was warm
and supportive, that she would help Alicia and never
shame her. A few weeks later Rebecca received an excited email from Jane:
We had a breakthrough with Alicia yesterday! We
were playing Character Hot Seat [a role-playing
character interrogation game] and she started making hilarious comments about her real family. Our
raucous laughter then seemed to encourage her. So
she opened up and began talking in a loud, clear,
confident voice I’d never heard her use, AND she
was speaking without being prompted. [The other
staff member] and I were thrilled! … When math
started, I stuck around to observe. That confidence
was still there in Alicia’s voice. It was such a beautiful thing to witness, I had to share it with you.
Despite her previous difficulties and a worldwide
education crisis, Alicia had a creative outlet in which
she could find her voice and its connection to literacy.
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The world had gone on pause, but our partnership
gave Alicia a place to grow.

Why It Worked
The partnership between Goddard Riverside and Writopia Lab was complex, and implementation wasn’t always easy. With the support of our visionary funder,
we learned a lot about what is required to change organizational culture and individual identity. Our success so far rests on two keys: relationships and the right
champions.

Partner and Funding Relationships
Partnerships for collaborative work with youth have
the same essential requirements as any other relationship. They must be based in mutual respect and in
ethical and respectful behavior. Both parties must have
something to offer and something to gain; relationships of equality are most productive. An open mind
toward learning from each other and flexibility toward
the other result in rich rewards. The Harvard and Tufts
team suggests that collaborating organizations “Be
agnostic on the ‘how’” of partnership (Samali et al.,
2016). Organizations must remain open and flexible in
order to learn as much as possible from the process and
to reshape plans productively as needed. Trust and mutual respect provide the space for self-directed change
to emerge, whether it is at the organizational or the
individual level.
What we found most important was a sustained
willingness to treat each other with kindness. We began
with a common appreciation for a holistic approach to
youth work. Our organizations brought complementary strengths. Goddard Riverside had broad reach
into the community and a multi-decade history of
youth work. Writopia Lab brought expertise in teaching writing to young people of all ages and a team of
passionate content specialists. Each of us, Susan and
Rebecca, brought a desire to support each other’s work
and further each other’s success, building on our organizations’ previous work together. From an informal
discussion in 2019 of how we could continue our work
together and further our impact in the field came the
idea of documenting our experiences and disseminating what we are learning. We started writing monthly
summaries of our lessons learned with the plan of sharing them in publications like this one and at conferences including the 2022 New York State Network for
Youth Success. Rebecca and the Writopia team also are
developing two books for schools and nonprofit orga-
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nizations who want a step-by-step guide to creating
positive literacy culture and workshops.

of COVID-19 on American students. https://www2.
ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/20210608-impactsof-covid19.pdf

The Right Internal Champions

Dweck, C. S. (2006). Mindset: The new psychology of
Finding good-fit staff is key. Staff members must have
success. Random House.
an empowering and positive attitude toward young
Fisher, K. R., Hirsh Pasek, K.,
people. They need to have faith in
Newcombe, N., & Golinkoff, R.
Finding good-fit staff is key.
their abilities and be competent
M. (2013). Taking shape:
writers and teachers. They must
Staff members must have an Supporting preschoolers’
be able to convey enthusiasm,
acquisition of geometric
empowering and positive
warmth, and a genuine belief that
knowledge through guided play.
attitude toward young
children can write when given the
Child Development, 84(6),
people. They need to have
right encouragement and space.
1872–1878. https://doi.
They must be confident enough
faith in their abilities and be
org/10.1111/cdev.12091
to handle the vulnerability that
competent writers and
Graham, S., & Perin, D. (2007).
learning requires. They must be
Writing next: Effective strategies to
teachers.
willing to take risks, and they
improve writing of adolescents in
need heart as well as ability.
middle and high schools. Carnegie
“A company that cannot self-correct, cannot
Corporation of New York. https://www.carnegie.org/
thrive,” says Carol Dweck, the leader in growth mindpublications/writing-next-effective-strategies-toset thinking (2006, p.109). Youth development leaders
improve-writing-of-adolescents-in-middle-and-highare deeply inspired by Dweck’s thinking when it comes
schools/
to youth. It isn’t always easy to remember to apply the
Samali, M., Laidler-Kylander, N., Simonin, B., &
same mindset to ourselves. Collaborations can be comZohdy, N. (2016). Why and how do nonprofits work
plicated, but they can also be a foundation for growth
together? https://philanthropynewsdigest.org/columns/
and for the development of durable and resilient spethe-sustainable-nonprofit/why-and-how-docialized programming. For Dweck, the most meaningnonprofits-work-together
ful, transformational work should leave you saying,
“This is hard. This is fun.” That is exactly what we
want our young people to say about writing. And that
is exactly what we can say about partnering for impact.
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We want to know your story!
You are passionate, committed, creative,
resourceful, resilient, and powerful.
This is the Power of Us—a united workforce coming together to tell our story.
All youth-serving professionals are invited to complete the Power of Us Workforce Survey—a first of its kind
study that seeks to know and understand the broad, thriving workforce of youth-serving professionals and
volunteers who work in diverse settings including afterschool programs, libraries, summer camps, and more!
Administered by the American Institutes for Research (AIR)
in partnership with NIOST and a constellation of partners.
Supported by the Wallace Foundation.

If we know more, we can do more to support the youth fields
workforce to thrive—as you continue to support youth to thrive.

Visit Powerofussurvey.org

to take the survey and share
your story with the campaign.
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• Innovative program approaches in creative youth development, STEM, civic engagement, social and emotional development, or academic improvement
• Research or best-practice syntheses
• Key aspects of program leadership and administration
• OST system-building, such as cross-city and statewide initiatives
• Expanded or extended learning time and the OST hours
• School-community partnerships that support OST programming
• Physical activity and healthy eating
• Special needs youth, immigrant and refugee youth, or other vulnerable populations in OST
• Youth-centered participatory action research projects
• Gender-focused research and policy initiatives related to OST
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For consideration for the Spring 2023 issue, submit your article no later than June 30, 2022, to
ASMsubmission@wellesley.edu.
Submissions should not exceed 5,000 words.
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